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Violence in Art
film series hits
the big screen
Art History association
continues its series
with A Clockwork
Orange' | Page 3

Party like it's
1999-or any
year in the '90s
Union interns host a
theme party, taking
students back to last
decade | Page J

Pope Benidict
prays for
forgiveness

FILM

The Pope makes up
for his blunder while
in the Blue Mosque
in Istanbul | Page 6

fades out

Hamblet brings
victory home
for Falcons
Guard Ryan Hamblet
scores the final shot
to win the game
| Page 9

Hockey pushes
for rise in
CCHA ranks

Illustration by Tara McGinnis

The offense seeks to
step up its game this
weekend against the
Mavericks | Page 9

Photography sees switch as new technology takes the stage
By Jancen Morgan
Reporter

Telling dirty
jokes for kids
Dark comedians

living in this digitized 21st century,
film cameras aren't as popular as they
used to be.
Ipods, mp3 players, and even inn
eras have become more valuable,
in terms of technological advances.
Technology has advanced so much
that we don't really use film cameras
anymore. Of course, the production
of movies and even photographers
in studios you would think use film,
right? Wrong. According to movie
producers and even photographers

al studios. lilm cameras are almost
played out.
"V\fe don't have any specific statistics on sales of digital cameras," Brice
Miller, lab technician for Studio 157
photography in downtown Bowling
Green said. "But we don't use them.
there's like ten to one, digital verses
film cameras here."
But in the new live years, Miller
thinks film cameras will only be more
useful for students who are learning
the craft of photography, as well as
older generations who don't know
much about digital technology.
The digital arts department of the

University agrees with Miller that digital technology is prefered over film.
"With digital cameras, you have a
better final product, tiiey last longer
and they're faster," Danielle (iipone,
digital arts major and sophomore
said. "Students don't really use film
cameras too much, there's a 10 to I
average of digital versus film."
Although the opinions here are
more on the side of digital cameras as
they are more effective than film cameras, there is a difference of opinion.
"Worldwide today, I suspect that
there is still more use of film cameras than digital ones." Andrew

Hershberger. assistant professor of
contemporary art history said. "Even
though I feel this way. the rate of
change from film to digital is going at
a rapid pace."
The "daguerreotype process', which
is die process of making film as created by Daguer (the man who invented
photography in 1839) will still be used
by artists in die near future, according
to Hershberger.
Hershberger agrees that digital
cameras have more benefits than
film cameras.
See SWITCH | Page 2

come to BG to raise
money for children in
'When Bad Boys Do
Good... XXXmas'

| Page 7
Leg lamps light
up Cleveland
Christmas Story'
house is the new host
for exotic lamps in
northeast Ohio
| Page 7

Art profs
lead by
example
By H.ithtr Riadal
Reporter

How do you feel
about the University's
pet policy?

When it comes down to it, the
students here at the University
should be the most important
aspect. At least that is the way
loel O'Dorisio thinks. He is the
acting head of the glass department and is participating in the
57th Annual Faculty and Staff

Exhibit for the first tuna
COREY ZIDOW,
Freshman. Graphic Design
"I couldn't bring my
pet Fufu I'm sad."
| Page 4

TODAY
Rain/Snow/Wind
High: 42. Low: 26

3m
TOMORROW .
Mostly Sunny
High: 36. Low: 25

"This is my first year teaching
at the University," O'Dorisio said.
"I think it's really important for
the students to see that the faculty arc active artists and are
actually pursuing the research
that we're teaching them how
to do."
He thinks when students see
teachers display their own art,
it is a crucial part of teaching.
This is because students can
then know that their teachers
and professors aren't just telling them how to make something, but that they're creating
art as well.
For the past 18yearsofhislife,
O'Dorisio has been a studio artist and "teaching is fairly new."
As for the connection between
See EXAMPLE | Page 2

University helps students find work
By Brent D.igqctt
Reporter

One of the challenges of
being a college student is trying to find a job to help pay
for school, and the long and
tedious process of searching
for employment can be somewhat stressful. But with the
Federal Work-Study program
the University offers, finding
employment does not have to
be so strenuous.
According to Michelle
Simmons, senior associate

director of the University
Career Center, in order for
students to be considered
for FWS they must fill out a
Free Application for Federal
Student Aid.
After this process is complete, the Student Financial
Aid office considers whether a student will be eligible
for FWS.
Once a student has been
accepted, they can begin
their search for employment
opportunities by going to the
Career Center Web site and
clicking on the link Worknet.

The University Worknet
allows students who are
taking part in Federal WorkStudy to set up an on-line
account. This allows students to view on and off
campus employment opportunities, online interview
schedules, career listings
and co-operative education
and internship listings.
However, eligibility for FWS
is not just based on students'
incomes. Students can also
receive grants, scholarships
See WORK | Page 2

Strickland to face execution debate early in term
By Matt Leingang
The Associated Press

Kenneth
Biros

COLUMBUS — Gov.-elect Ted
Strickland will face the issue
of capital punishment early
in his term after the Ohio
Supreme Court set execution
dates in January and February
for two inmates.
Strickland, a Democratic congressman and former prison
psychologist who takes office
Jan. 8, supports capital punishment but has questioned the
fairness of the law because of
cases around the country in

Was convicted in
the 1991 slaying

k A

of a woman.

which new scientific evidence
exonerates inmates after long
stays on death row.
Neither Strickland nor
Attorney General-elect Marc
Darin has called for a moratorium on executions. But Dann
has indicated a willingness to
study how the law is carried out

I

James
Filiaggi
Is scheduled to
die for the death
his ex-wife.

in Ohio
" I think we can do better," said
Dann, a Democratic state senator from Youngstown. "We need
to make sure it's being applied
fairly across all racial and socioeconomic groups."
So, DEBATE I

Train derails in
Northwestern
Ohio
By John Seewer
The Associated Press

NORTH BALTIMORE, Ohio—Two
freight trains derailed yesterday in
the middle of a small northwest
Ohio town, injuring three people
in automobiles hit by wreckage
while waiting at the crossing,
authorities said.
Two people were hospitalized, and the third was not seriously injured.
At least 15 cars of a train carrying steal and other items derailed
when rail cars started to go onto a
side track used to get to a nearby
grain elevator. North Baltimore
police chief Gerald Perry said.
"Somehow it started going
down the siding instead of going
down the main line," he said.
The wreckage hit a coal train
traveling 5 to 10 mph in the opposite direction on a different track,
knocking some of its cars off the
rails. Perry said. The tracks are
lined by houses, and high school
is nearby.
Man Swartz of North Baltimore
was in the second car waiting at
the tracks, which had the crossbars
down and warning lights flashing.
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BLOTTER

DEBATE

WEDNESDAY
1:26 p.m.
Timothy C. Martindale. 22, of
Bowling Green and Brandon
P Stahl. 29. of Centerville,
Ohio, arrested for soliciting at
a South Wmtergarden Road
home. They admitted to selling
meat door to door without a
permit.
2:42 p.m.
Lisa Anne Maidment. 5? of
Bowling Green, arrested for
disorderly conduct while intoxicated and inability to care for
herself on Mourning Dove
Lane. An officer was called to
the home earlier when she was
found on the property When
police were called to the scene
agam. they found Maidment
laying under a tree. She was
taken to jail on $1,500 bond.
7:09 p.m.
Guest's room reported trashed
and belongings thrown in the
parking lot of an East Wooster
Street hotel.
10:52 p.m.
North Enterpuse Street resident reported finding a door
ajar when he got home. Police
who responded to the call
believed it was only criminal
mischief
11:13 p.m.
Subject reported "kids" were
running around shooting air
guns at windows on North
Grove Street. Officers were
unable to locate them.
11:51 p.m.
Male reported masturbating
in front of a Scott Hamilton
Avenue apartment complex.
The caller reported he had left
and walked toward Second
Street. Police searched for
him on Second Street. The
caller contacted police agam
when he was seen between
the buildings. When ofl
arrived again, they were unable
to find I

From Page 1

Strickland will be confronted
with the issue for the first time
with the case of Kenneth Biros,
who was convicted in the 1991
slaying of a 22-year-old woman
near Warren. The Supreme Court
set his execution date for Ian. 23.
Weeks later on Feb. 13, lames
I'iliaggi is scheduled to die for
shooting to death his ex-wife in
11ii.nii in 1994.
Strickland is still working
on his transition and hasn't
developed a legal team to
review death penalty cases,
spokesman Keith Dailey said.
In general, Strickland believes
every case deserves a thorough
examination before an execution is carried out, Dailey said.

WORK
From Page 1

THURSDAY
1:35 a.m.
Two males and two females
reported shooting off air guns
on North Grove Street. Police
checked the area and were
unable to find them.
1:56 a.m.
Dust.n B. Hill. 22. and Lance F.
Kindell. 21. both of Greenville.
Ohio, arrested for disorderly
conduct after they were seen
urinating on East Wooster
Street.

"As governor, he will make sure
every scientific tool and method is
used by the state to determine guih
or innocence," Dailey said.
Since 1973,morethan 120people
in the US. have been released from
death row with evidence of their
innocence, according to the nonprofit Death ftnalty Information
Center in Washington Illinois and
New lersey currently have moratoriums. In August, North Carolina
authorized an independent commission to review the innocence
daims of convkled felons and forwaid cases to a judicial panel
Republican Gov. Bob Taft has
granted clemency just once In
2003, he set aside the death sentence of (erome Campbell, a
Cincinnati man convicted of fatally
stabbinga man who had befriended him over concerns about evidence presented to the jury.

EXAMPLE
From Page 1

faculty artists and student artists,
he said, "it's a two-way street. We
get the energy and excitement of
the students and they get to see'
professional quality work."
At the exhibit, O'Dorisio will
be displaying "Olive Birch," a
sculptural glass piece weighing
in at around 65- 70 pounds. He
also has work on display in the
glass department. He said that
he is excited for the exhibit to be
open to the public.
Another person who is looking forward to this event is
Jacqueline Nathan, BG's gallery director.
"It's going to be wonderful,"
she said. "There's going to be all
kinds of different media, from

What means what for student employement

"Work study teaches you how to multitask

The information below explains the differences between Federal WorkStudy employment and regular employment. The information is from
the Career Center Web site.

by balancing your school work and your job,

and loans as a way to help pay
for college.

which helps you prepare for the real world."

"Because the University
receives FWS, we're able to create more employment opportunities for sludents that we
would not have without it,"
Simmons stated.
Currently, there are over 200
offices and departments on
campus employing approximately 700 to 850 students who
receive annual funding from
FWS with the largest employer
of funds being the library.
It is also possible for some
students to have the ability to
work off campus.
"Students earn FWS primarily on campus. We also have
a limited number of students
who work as tutors in the surrounding community by helping elementary school students
improve their reading skills,"
Simmons said.
Students are also expressing
their sentiments on the benefits of partaking in Federal
Work-Study.
"It's nice to have a job on
campus that fits in with your
schedule." sophomore Emily
West said.

Divia Nelson I Senior

West is not the only student
who appreciates the advantages the Federal Work-Study
program has to offer.
"Being able to work on campus is more convenient than
trying to search for a job off
campus," senior Divia Nelson
said. "Also, employers are more
understanding and willing to
work around your schedule
when you need to do homework or study for exams."
Kristine Quinn, junior, also
believes the program has
merit.
"I was able to find a job easily and was able to work in the
summer without having to take
classes," Quinn said. "I'm also
guaranteed a job until I graduate or mess up."
However, not everything is
set in stone.
Simmons said students are
not "fired" from work study
since FWS provides a source
of funding for university
employment.
She further elaborated, if stu-

nity to see really excellent work,"
Nathan added.
O'Dorisio said that as long as
he is at the University, he will
participate in this annual event.
"It's one of the fun parts of the
job; we spend all this time making the work and this is the time
that people really get to see it."
He added: "It's not really art
until other people get to see it.
So, it's not all the way there until
the community gets to look at it
or until you get some feedback
from your peers. It's part of the
whole deal."
The exhibit runs from Dec.
2, 2006 until Jan. 17, 2007, in
the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery.
The exhibit will close Dec. 17,
2006 through Ian. 8, 2007 for
winter break. For more information, contact Jacqueline Nathan
at 419-372-8525 or visit the
BGSU Web site.

video to jewelry to amazing
paintings, sculptures and glass."
Nathan said there will be some
installations on display for the
exhibit, "so people are building
things onsite, here." She also
said how exciting it is to have
new people and new pieces of
art being shown this year.
"It's going to be a really diverse
and exciting, wonderful show,"
she said. "Some of the younger people who are just starting
out in their teaching careers are
doing really interesting work and
unusual work."
"It gives people a great chance
to see sort of the up and coming
thing in the art biz."
Both Nathan and O'Dorisio
said they expect a good turnout,
between both students and the
community, at the exhibit.
"People are really interested in
this and so it's a great opportu-

dents show up late, miss multiple scheduled shifts, habitually violate the department
policy and the student code,
they could be fired or face other
University and legal action.
Besides being conducive to
students schedules, the lessons
learned in Federal Work-Study
extend beyond graduation.
"Work study teaches you
how to multitask by balancing
your school work and your job,
which helps you prepare for the
real world," Nelson said.
With all the guarantees the
Federal Work-Study program
provides with employment,
preferential treatment does
not play a role in the hiring
process.
"1 wouldn't call it 'preferential.' Typically, a department
will want to exhaust their FWS
funds or their main funding is
from FWS, so they may have
to consider students who have
eligibility for FWS first," said
Linda Szykowny, a personnel
officer in the Career Center.

FEDERAL
WORK-STUDY

REGULAR
EMPLOYMENT

I Musi demonstrate financial
need by tiling the FAFSA
i Federal government pays 75
percent of wages; employing
department pays 25 percent.
(America Reads tutors are
funded 100 percent by the
federal government.)
FWS earnings are not considered income when determining eligibility for financial aid
the following year. Wages are
considered when calculating
need-based financial aid for
the following year. Increasing
or decreasing FWS eligibility may affect current year
award package.
Only FWS-eligible students
can work in FWS jobs
FWS students have an earnings limit listed on the award
letter.

i Filing the FAFSA is not
required
i Employing department pays
100 percent of wages.
i Regular employment earnings do not affect current
year aid package.
Any student can apply for
regular employment jobs
Regular student employees
do not have an earnings
limitation. However, the number of hours worked may be
limited by the department's
funding.
Must meet minimum time
enrollment requirements
when working fall or spring
semesters. During summer
sessions, enrollment not
required if 1) student was
enrolled at least half time
previous spring semester,
and 2) there is evidence
of planned (at least half
time) enrollment for the fall
semester immediately following.

around, he said as he sucked on a
cigarette. "It must have thrown the
car 30 or 40 feet."
Rat pieces of steel flew off the
train and hit die car closest to die
tracks. Perry said.
The car was flattened to the top
of its doors, and rescuers had to
pry off the top to free the driver,
Bob Loe, the village street superintendent. He was in fair condition.
"I'm very surprised he survived,"
Perry said.

TRAIN

You Want it? We Got it!
Houses Available for Rent for 2007-2008
422 CLOUGH 2BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
S470.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $470.00
Lease May 12.2007 to May 3.2008.

146 1/2 MANVILLE 1 BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
$440.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $440 00. Lease May 12,
2007 to May 3, 2008

424 CLOUGH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S705.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $705.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to Mav 3,2008.

150 1 /2 MANVILLE 2BR Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
$440.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $440.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

221 S. COLLEGE 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S816.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $816.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3.2008.

806 SCOTT HAMILTON 4 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$1,100.00 per month plus utilities, deposit SI.100 00 Lease May 12,
2007 to May 3, 2008.

722 EIGHTH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S560 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

830 SCOTT HAMILTON 3BR, 2 baths. Limit 5 people
Limit 5 cars. $925.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $925.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

629 ELM 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
S885 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $885.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

831 SCOTT HAMILTON Units #A and #B - Duplex 2BR,
1 Bath each unit. Limit 4 people per unit. $810.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $810.00. Lease May 12.2007 to May 3,2008

710 ELM 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
$740 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $470.00
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9.2008.

605 SECOND #A 4BR. Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars.
$780.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $780.00.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.

614 FOURTH 3BR. Limit3 people. Limit3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3.2008.

715 SECOND 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$795.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $795.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

219 W. EVERS 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$800.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $800.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

712 SECOND #B 2BR. Duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
$690.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $690.00.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.

327 E. EVERS #A and #B Duplex 2BR. each unit.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $690.00 per month plus Utilities.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.

723 SIXTH 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

614 FOURTH 3BR. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

303 S. SUMMIT 4BR. Limit 5 people. Limit 5 cars.
$1,140.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $1,140.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3.2008.

117 GEORGIA 3BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$840 00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

246 TROUP 4BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$1,155.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $1,155.00.
Lease August 15,2007 to August 9,2008.

232 LEHMAN 3BR. 11/2 bath duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $620.00.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.

329 E. WOOSTER #B 3BR. apt. Limit 3 people. Limit3 cars.
$620.00 per month plus utilities.
Lease May 12,2007 to May 3,2008.

From Page 1

Swartz said he was shaken up, but
not seriously hurt.
"I just seen everything coming
at me," he said. "I thought, Oh my
God,' this is it."
The next thing he knew the cars
were rumbling all over and his
vehicle was picked up and spun

according to www.blogs.zdnet.
com, Kodak was the leading camera sold in 2005 coming in first
place with 21.3 percent, compared to Canon and Sony cameras, tied in second place of sales
at J 7.7 percent
Already in the year 2006, it
doesn't seem like die use of film
cameras will be needed.
"When I think of 'modem', I
think of everything digital and on
the computer," Miranda Vollmer,
sophomore said.
Owner of a digital camera,
Vollmer thinks the technology
industry will stop making film
cameras.
"The use of film cameras will
diminish a lot in the near future
and digital cameras will take
over," Hershberger said.

SWITCH
From Page 1

"I like the fact that I can immediately put my pictures on the
compuier and share images with
friends," Hershberger said.
Since everyone is talking
about the benefits and advantages of digital cameras, let's
talk about the most popular
cameras to buy.
Any type of digital camera now
is acceptable for people to buy
for the holidays. Kodak, Sony and
Samsung are just a few of the
brand-name cameras you can
find at Walman and Radio Shack.
Kodak and its products have
always been good because,

STUDENTS
GET 10% OFF
WITH STUDENT ID
(NOT VALID WITH COUPONS)

LUNCH BUFFET $5.75
Children 3-10:13.00

DINNER BUFFET $7.95

TEL: (419) 353-1688
FAX: (419) 354-1689

Drink $1.05 Children 3-10: $5.00
140 1/2 MANVILLE 2BR. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Above a garage $560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00.
Lease August 16,2007 to August 9,2008.

Friday & Saturday
Crab Legs Night $8.95
II

JOHN

NEWLOVE
/5W StfoU, Inc.

I •

M

i■ i i
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319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Renlail Office: 419-354-2260
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
yMwjohnnewloverealeslate.com

We've got a place for everyone!
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of [VENTS
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Art association exposes violence in art

TODAY

By Mike Robinson

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Bud Hurlstone
Commemorative Exhibition
Willard Wjnkelman Gallery
Fin* Arts Center

BO-6:30 p.m
Annual Record Sale
Thousands and thousands ol C's, LP's 45s.
78s. cassettes. 8-trads. paperback book
novels, comics, videos, science fiction
and music boob, fanzines, dime novels,
magazines, vintage paperbacks, audio
equipment, piano rolls, scores, sheet music
and much much, more Sale also runs
Saturday from 1050am to 3 p.m.
Checks, cash and bursar charges accepted Sales taxes apply
First Floor Pallister
Conference Room. Jerome Library

1:30-2:45 p.m.
Resume Writing Workshop
560Sa<ldlemire
JESSE WARD

3-4:15 p.m.
Interviewing Workshop

Friday. December 1.2006 3

FILMS: "A Clockwork Orange" shows a cure for violence through aversion therapy

On Wednesday night, students gathered in the Pine Arts
liuildingto wan h a film that has
remained controversial since its
release in 1973.
The film. Stanley Kubrick's
"A Clockwork Orange." was
presented by the Art History
Association as pan of their
Violence in Art Film Series.
The Art History Association
started Ihe film series at the
beginning of this semester and
every Wednesday night, presents a film as part of the series.
Professor Allie Terry advises
the Art History Association
and teaches a "Violence in Art"
course at the University.
"Each one of the films in the
series addresses Ihe notion of
violence in some \vi\ lerrv
-aid. "In 'A Clockwork Orange'
they're trying to cure violence
through aversion therapy."
Terry's research focuses on
the way violence is represented
in different forms uf art.

"T he history of art can he
considered a history of violence," lerry said. "Film is
unique in that il can suck you
into a fantasy."
The students of ihe An
I [(story Association choose the
films that will be shown in the
scries. This semester, many
films including "Elephant,
i he Passion of the Christ" and
"(:iiy of God" have been shown
in the series
Arl major Michael Krause.
and attendee of Wednesday
night's screening, views the violence in "A Clockwork Orange"
as eye opening.
i he way that violence is
portrayed is very interesting,"
Krause said. "Violence hasn't
changed, but our perception of
violence has changed."
"A Clockwork Orange" is a
likely choice for the Violence in
Arl film series, because of its
controversial history. When it
was released in 1973, the original X-Rated version had to be
cut down to an R-Rated version
for release in America.

360 Saddlemire

3:30 p.m.
Tea Time: Nathan Murry
Bring your own mug!
Ceramics Studio- Fine Arts Center

6-8pm.
Transcendence Meeting
107 Haniu HallThe Women's Center

8 p.m.
"A Christmas Carol"
This musical adaptation of the classic
Dickens tale follows the powerful story
of Ebeneezer Scrooge, the lonely miser,
who. with the help of ghosts from his
past, present, and future, finds a second
chance to become a loving, generous
human being. Combining humor, sentiment, and spectacle with |oyous carols
and music, this production is a delightful
holiday tradition for the entire family. A
Christmas Carol is a co-production of the
Department of Theater & Film and the
Horizon Youth Theatre
Eva Marie Saint Theatre

8 p.m
Secret of the Star
Secret of ihe Star is a show for
Christmas lime1 Multi-media show in the
Planetarium. SI donation suggested, lasts
approximately 1 hour. Planetanum Show is
followed by stargazing in the Observatory
if weather permits.
112 Physical Sciences

'90s theme party sparks childhood memories
By Addi. Curlit
Reporter

College students have shown
an interest in reminiscing
about the 90s, which is evident
through the popularity of the
show "I Love the 90s" on VH1.
This prompted the internship staff of seven students at
ihe Union lo put on a similar
event to give students what
they warned.
lJndsayBaker.programming
intern at the student union
said each intern plans their
own small events throughout
the semester and then at the
end, the group gets together to
brainstorm on a group project.
"We tried to find something
that would appeal to students,"
she said.
Each semester, the interns,
supervised by Kim lacobs. have
a team project, and a theme

101 Olscamp

Like to find
mistakes? Be a
copy editor.
E-mail:
thenews
@
bgnews.com

consisting of leggings, tie
dye shirts, D.A.R.E. shirts
and slap bracelets.
The food table included
chicken nuggets, tator lots,
juice hoses and Cigarette gum

Sophomore

" Ihe technological developments have increased and the
kinds of movies being made
have changed a lot," l-'ien said.

Hannah

early entry
By JodiS Cohen
MCT

Though some universities decided earlier this year lo scrap their
early-admissions programs, the
two most selective universities in
the Chicago area will continue
admitting high school students
during the first semester of their
senior year.
Officials at ihe University
of Chicago and Northwestern
I university will continue to allow
seniors to apply in the fall and
get a decision by mid-December
because il doesn't disadvantage
minority and low-income students, a criticism taken lo heart
by other universities.
Harvard, Princeton and the
University of Virginia will eliminate early admissions next year.
"We were aware that
everybody was wondering if
Northwestern would join along
and we essentially said no, not
at this lime," said Michael Mills,
associate provost for university
enrollment at the school. "We
are not disadvantaging students as il appears those three
schools in Ihe East are."
When Harvard announced
the change, administrators said
the early-enrollment policy was
unfair lo low-income applicants
who need lo compare financial
aid packages.

DAILY ADVISING TIP

Bushman thought the food
i hem e was cute and reminded
her ol elementary school.
"I miss the quality music ol
the 90s because now rap and
RKiB are taking over." she said.
lacic Hen, sophomore agrees
that a lot has changed in the
last decade.

It >t>u haven I \et registered tor your Spring 2«M>7 classes

DO IT TODAY

s(i .I1S...-.--I h> \dvisiny. Vlvtork

Join Our Group:
Creating Networks That Last a Lifetime!
RA Recruitment

E Interested in becoming a

Resident Advisor?

Ub Building- BG Planetarium

V p.m. - 2 am
Zeta Phi Beta Late Night
Event

party was iheir idea for the end
of this semester.
According to lacobs, they
expected 50 to 60 people to
show up and that turned out
to be close to the actual outcome.
Wednesday night from H
to 11 p.m., the Black Swamp
Pub was dedicated to singing 90s songs, eating snacks
that were popular when students were young, playing
trivia and enjoying drinks
with popular 90s names.
Students 21 and over were
given the option of drinking 'Telly Bellies" or Super
Marios" among others.
Trivia started at 8:30, followed by the crowning of the
best costume and ending
with Name that Tune of 90s
inspired music selections.
Some students were
dressed in their 90s best,

N omore

Attend one Information Session* (required)

Monday, Nov. 20@ 9r*5poi
Tuesday, Nov. 28 @ 9:ISpm
Wednesday, Nov. 29 $ 12:30pm
Thursday, Nov. 30 @ 8fl0pm
\Monday,Dec.4@8fi0pm •
Thursday, Dec. 7@ 9:15pm

BTSU Theatre
Horshman Community Room
founders Courtyard
Harshman Community Room
BTSU Theatre
BTSU Theatre

Questions

AskyourM!
Or visit: hnp-Jlwmbqsu.edu/offic.eslsalresliie

NOW LEASING FOR 2007 ggZSSSSXSL
CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS

FRAZEEAVE.&
EAST MERRY

2 & 3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES REMODELED / 2 BEDROOMS
uHr^HrHH^Hr^HB

COLUMBIA
COURTS

HEINZ (424 Frazee
818 & 808 N. Enterprise)

MERCER MANOR
APARTMENTS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

3 BEDROOMS

♦ Furnished

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 2 Full Bathrooms

♦ 1 Half &1 Full Bath

♦ Newer Kitchen Cabinets

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Furnished

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Full Basement

♦ Tile Floors

♦ Furnished

♦ Air Conditioning

♦ Washer/Dryer

♦ Newer Appliances

♦ Spacious

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Newer Carpet

♦ Close to Campus

♦ FIREPLACES

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ Newer Windows

♦ FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

♦ Laundry on-site

♦ Air Conditioned

♦ Furnished Units Available

♦ Fireplaces in Select Units

♦ Close to Campus

♦ 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

♦ Close to Campus

♦ Laundry On-Site

♦ Plenty of Parking

♦ 2 Laundromats

♦ Laundry on Site

♦ Microwaves

sta'tiigar

♦ Dishwashers

f S7SO/mo.
L^ + utilities^ \

GREENBR IAR, INC.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
FIREPLACES
Laundry on-site
BGSU Shuttle Stop
Furnished

♦ Close to Campus
♦ Plenty of Parking
♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

♦ Microwave, Dishwasher
& Garbage Disposal

Slatting af
^S765/mo.

^

( . + utilities^

419-352-0717
—*

www.greenbriarrentals.com
!

"We need mutual understanding among different beliefs and civilizations
more than any time in history."
- Recep Tayyip Erdogan. the Turkish prime minister, to reporters after his 20-minute
meeting with the pope, from Time.com
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How do you feel about the University's pet policy?

"When I found a

"I'm being silent for

"I plan on getting

"I mean it would be

hamster in my room

the animals that can't

a goldfish after

hard to keep my

speak."

Christmas. Yeah."

dogs but I would

Have your own take on

love it!"

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or

CAITLIN BLAKE.
Freshman. Middle
Childhood Education

a question' Give us your

I wanted to keep it.
but couldn't. Boo!"

.

LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
Lecture poses as Christian.
but bashes the Bible and
conservative views

I have no substantive dfs
agreement with these findings.
Dr. Myers eventual!) argued
that since marriage was in such
dei line, allowing the gay and lesbian population |3%oftheUS)to
lie legally married might improve
marriage. But hegavefewspedfies on how this would work.
Perhaps he tan out ol time
because he spent too much time

VISIT US AT
PGNEWS.COM

feedback at bgnews com

Stand up for Of Glory, even if it's not cool
f

2

*2

Uc all know that the fifty
siars stand for the fifty states,
and the thirteen stripes stand
for the original thirteen colonies. But what do the colors
stand for?
According to USI-'lag.org
the white stripes and stars
stand for purity and innocence, the red stands for
hardiness and valor and the
blue background of the stars
stands for vigilance, persewiaiii c. and justice.
Now regardless of what you
think about what I lie flag stand
tot and how well we as a nation
are representing those colors,
that is what they mean.
I don't careifyou think the
government is not making us
look innocent and pure. I don't
cue if you think there is no
justice in America.
Ihc people that are lighting for you and I overseas are
fighting to bring those things
into a place w here standing up
against the government meant
you were going to he killed.
Where, if you were a person
that was convicted of a crime.

cally watch it and think about
what I he song and the Hag
stand for.
Sadly when the song was
playing nobody seemed to
notice thai it was playing.
Most people continued their
conversations, as if the music
was background that they had
to talk over.
I did what I was taught to
do. I looked for a flag and
found none!
so i simplj removed my
hat and closed my eyes anil
envisioned a flag waving in
the wind, like you see ill the
movies. As the song went
on, I really did quite a bit of
thinking about what the flag
stands for.
Not just the colors and the
stars and stripes, hut what it
meant to the people thai long
lo come here, the people that
arc lighting right now in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
I low they are willing to
give their lives, lor what some
people simply consider lo be a
bunch of strips of doth strung
together to niakea neat design.

i

■m ft

Yesterday I attended a lecture
by Dr. David Myers spon
sored by the College of Arts
and Sciences. Based on the
introductory material. I was
expei tin); in hear at least something thai relied on commonly
accepted Christian beliefs.
Instead, I was treated to a
report of biological and sociological studies that showed 111 sexual
orientation is likely determined
before hirth, (2) homosexualitj
"recovery programs" do not work,
(3) marriage is generally K<XKI
for society, and (4) man] young
Americans do not value marriage
even in the traditional MMisc.

JAYMEE
ARMSTRONG.
Freshman. Chrrinal Justice

KENZARECKI.
Freshman. Digital Arts

CHRISTY BUKACK.
Sophomore. VCT

k

ANDREW HERMAN
OPINION COLUMNIST

I was sitting in Chih/'s about
noon the other day enjoy
Ins the sounds of 93.5 out of
iniedo and enjoying a good
slice of pizza and a hoi dog
when the National Anthem
came on the radio.
At first I thought. "Who
plays the National Anthem
the radio anymore? 1 hat was
a trend hack in the forties
and fifties, when national
pride was at an all time high.
But that was over filly years
ago. I did mil think thai
was the thing to play on the
radio anymore.
Regardless if it is a popular
song to play on the radio.
and if it issomcthingihui we
all know, u henever we hear
the National Anlhem, weare
supposed to slop what We are
cluing, look for a flag and basl

I know for a fact that it was
not the cool thing lo do when
people stood up against the
British 200 years ago, but they
knew that what they were
doing had to be done.
That flag means more than
perseverance, justice, and
hardiness, it stands for the
freedom that we have and the
freedom that is being fought
for all over the world.
Here are a few lines of
the National Anthem from
infoplease.com "Whose
broad stripes and bright
stars, through the perilous
fight, O'er the ramparts we
watched, were so gallantly
streaming? O say, does that
star-spangled banner yet
wave O'er the land of tile free
and the home of the brave?"
Remember those who
forever are on guard for our
freedom, in Normandy, at l-ort
Mcllenry, or in Baghdad, those
that died for the Hag and for
her country.

your case was never heard, you
were presumed guilty and sentenced to life in prison or death
by firing squad.
1 was not just upset by the
lack of care about what song
was playing on the radio, but
the fact thai there was no flag
to be found inside the dining
area at Chih/'s,
According to the Emily
Post Institute Web site.
emilypost.com, when the
National Anthem is played,
everyone should stand and
remain standing until the
final words of the song are
sung, or the final chords of
the song are played.
If you can, it is suggested to
sing the words. But if you don't
have the ear to do so, please,
don't try.
Now I know tbat it may not
be the coolest thing to do in
the middle of lunch, but dang
it, it was not the cool thing
to do when they stormed the
beaches of Normandy, it was
not the cool thing to do when
you draft number was called
during Nam'.

Send comments to Andmi Herman at
heimanalfigaiedu

making attacks on what conserva
dvel hristians and ihe.Dihle have

to say about homosexuality
Heshowed pictures of men
that went hack hi homosexuality after a recoi ery and |X>ked
fun at the organizations that li.nl
touted their recoveries. Perhaps
the) deserved that, but if his ideas
are valid he should not need to
emphasize the taiiurcs of others,
I lequestioned the Bible when
he siid that the word "homosexuality" does not appear anywhere
in the liihle and that there are
only seven verses out of.ii.iu3
that relate to it.
If Ciod only said it seven times.
it must he insignificant. He
added that since Christ never
addressed the topic in the New
Testament churches should not
be making such a big deal about
it today. I le showed a blank
screen in his PowerPoint presen
tation to depict what Christ said
about homosexuality.
If that does not constitute a
direct attack on the Bible, please
tell me what does.
I le did admit that sewn
Scripture passages appear to condemn homosexuality, hut he said
that we really do not know what
those iiassages mean since the)
also include other sexual sins.
Well, (.hristians for centuries
have known what those passages mean. Sexual activity ot
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any type outside God's design
of marriage is sinful. Pre-marital
se\, adultery, homosexuality, etc
are all equally sinful.
Hurts not too hard to understand. I le mentioned that
Christianity consists of two basic
beliefs. (I) There is a God, and 121
its not me or you.
If you think about it, everyone
makes a derision as to who to
trust. Dr. Myers clearty chose to
trust the ideas of society instead
of Gods Word in the area of sexuality. Many folks do that, but he
went too far.
While attacking both the Bible
and conservative (.hristians, he
attempted to portray himself as a
warm caring Christian.

Alternative energy, it's not
just for Al Gore anymore

MATTMAUK

So. I don't know If anyone
has noticed yet, hut Bowling
Green Is kind of a windy
town. Especially during the
winter, the wind can he a
little ridiculous.
I here's nothing worse than
waking up al eight on a cold
December morning while it's
still dark outside and trekking across campus while
the wind blows across your
face at a mere twenty miles
an hour.
So why don't we put this
annoying wind to work for
us? In Bowling Green we have
a wealth of resources available, yet not many people are
aware of them.
The wind that blows our
skirts up and messes with
our hair every day as we walk
across rampus can be used to
heat our homes.
That's right, in Bowling
Green we are fortunate
enough to have Ohio's first
wind farm, which generates
wind power.
According to the city's Web
site, their mission is to "provide a clean uninterrupted
power supply at an affordable
price to our customers and

assist them with their electrical needs."
According to the city, there
are four turbines that are
each 257 feet tall.
These turbines, that are as
tall as a 30-story building,
generate up to 7.2 megawatts
of power — enough to supply electricity for some 3,000
residents.
I highly recommend taking a trip to see these gentle
giants in person.
Not only will you learn
a thing or (wo about our
unique power source, but
they are also an awesome
sile to behold. Since the wind
farm is located just outside of
the city, it is a great place to
see the stars at night.
Anyone living in the city
can request to have their
bouse or apartment run on
wind power.
I'll is "green power" costs
slightly more than regular at
1.3 cents per kilowatt hour,
it is really a small price to
pay for clean fuel and a clean
conscience.
Since the city announced
this option in 2005, "it has
experienced a nearly 30 percent increase in green pricing
enrollment, bringing total
participation to 464 customers or about 3.4 percent of its
customer base," according to
the Green Power Network.
Let's look at some of the
other benefits of wind power

when compared to traditional
fossil fuels.
According to
MontanaCireenPower.com.
wind power has the potential to help the United States
reduce their dependence on
fossil fuels.
It is a clean fuel source, and
it can help to cushion against
the price increases of electric.
So even if a town does not
seem windy enough to power
their town via a wind farm,
they can still incorporate
wind power with other energy sources to reduce both the
cost of fuel and the pollution.
Switching to wind power to
run our homes will not save
the planet.
It will take a long time to
free ourselves from the ties of
fossil fuels, especially in the
United States where families
often have as many cars as
they do people.
However, wind power is
one small step we can take in
the right direction.
As Al Gore taught us over,
the summer, our dependence
on fossil fuels is a huge problem that will take a huge
solution.
But we have got to start
somewhere, and it will be
easier if we start taking these
baby steps now.

Send comments to Eon Wethetn at
ewether@bg$uedu.
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Killer whale may
get second chance

Washington indecisive on global warming
By Stephen Henderson
MCT

could have far-reaching effects.

WASHINGTON—The Supreme
Conn on Wednesday wrestled

NMIKE AUGIIERA IAP KHOIO

ATTACK FROM A KILLER WHAlEThis die photo released by SeaWorld San Diego
on Dec 50.2004. show killer whale Kasatka. led. and her call, who was born Dec 21,2004.
al SeaWorld in San Diego. Whale trainer Ken Peters remains hospitalized after Kasatka
grabbed him and twice held him underwater during a show Wednesday. Nov. 29.2006. at
SeaWorld Adventure Park m San Diego.
By Allison Hoffman
The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO — A killer
whale that dragged a trainer
underwater during a show
at SeaWorld Adventure Park,
breaking his foot, may be
allowed to perform again,
park officials said yesterday.
"Animals who have been
involved in incidents like this
in the past have been allowed
to continue performing,"
SeaWorld San Diego spokesman Dave Koontz said.
Park trainers were examining the whale, a female orca
named Kasatka, and trying
to determine what made her
grab her trainer, Ken Peters,
Koontz said.
Peters, 39, remained hospitalized with a broken foot after the
whale grabbed him and twice
held him underwater during a
show. He had a fractured mctatarsal in his left foot but was in
good spirits, Koontz said.
Peters was hurt around 5
p.m. Wednesday during the
final show of the day at Shamu
Stadium, a 36-foot-deep tank.
The show's finale called for
Kasatka to shoot out of the
water so Peters could dive off
her nose. The whale is about 17
feet long and weighs well over
5,000 pounds.
As several hundred spectators watched, the whale and
trainer plunged underwater,
where Kasatka grabbed Peters
by the foot and held him for less
than a minute before surfacing,
Koontz said.
"Thetrainerwasbeingpinned
by the whale at the bottom of
the pool," Karen Ingrande told
KGTV-TV.
When they came up, Peters
tried to calm the animal
by rubbing and stroking its
back but it grabbed him and
plunged down again for about
another minute.
The crowd "began to realize
there was not something right
and the whale was down again
under the water. Again they
were splashing the water to try
to get the whale to come to the

Come see what we
have to offer!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third Si
839 Fourth St
C'harlestown Apts. [

710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scon Hamilton

with the thorn) issues surrounding global warming and the government's efforts to abate it. Dill
Flour-long arguments al the high
i nun — al limes hcau with discussion oi the science ol climate
change — left little Indication ol
how the court will ultimately rule,
\t issue in Massachusetts
y. IT'.\ are two simple ques
linns: Whether the Clean Air Act
authorizes the Environmental
Protection Agency to regulate air
pollutants thai contribute to climate change; and if so. whether
the lil'A property used its discretion when it chose not to regulate
auto emissions.
Also at stake in the case is
whether slates, many ol which
claim dimate change will harm
their land and citizens, have the
right to sue to force EPA action
on pollutants from cars anil

othet sources,
surface," Ingrande said.
The whale finally released
him and Peters was able to
surface and swim away. (Ither
trainers stretched a net bet ween
him and Kasatka, Koontz said.
He emerged from the tank
with one leg of his wet suit torn.
"He tried to stand up on the
stage and that's when we realized there was something wrong
with his leg and his fool. He was
just white as a ghost," spectator
Sherri Justice told KFMB-TV in
San Diego.
Mike Scarpuzzi, who oversees zoological operations, said
Peters has been working with
animals for 16 years, including
12 spent al Shamu Stadium.
"His skills and techniques,
and close relationship with
the whale played a major role
in helping the animal calm
down and allowed him to
eventually swim out ol the
pool," Scarpuzzi said.
The park planned to continue the Shamu Stadium
shows yesterday usinu other
whales. The park has a total
of seven killer whales, Including two of Kasatka's offspring,
Koontz said.
lie did not know whether
Kasalka would be allowed to
perform.
Koontz said trainers from the
San I )iego park and sister parks
in San Antonio and Orlando,
Ha., planned to confer yesterday and review the incident
In an effort to figure out what
made the orca grab Peters.
Koontz said the 30-year-old
orca had been performing most
of her life and was familiar with
the routine.
"She's been one of our strongest most consistent performers," he said.
Koontz said a different whale
dived with a trainer's foot in
its mouth two or three weeks
ago but obeyed commands to
release the trainer and return to
the side of the tank. The trainer
was not injured.
SeaWorld officials reported in
1999 that Kasatka tried to bite
a trainer during a show, but he
was unhurt.
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The case is the high COUfl 9
first foray into the argument over
global wanning, and its ruling

If the justices detcrmiiM'that I l'\
is IKII responsible lot regulating
greenhouse gases, it would likely
require congressional inten.cntion to initiate government actioa
If the justices decide that states
don't have standing to sue, thai
would undercut other pending
suits seeking to regulate factory
emissions and generally make it
more difficult lor environmental
claims to go forward,
Environmentalgroupa push
ingfoi I l'.\ regulation arulhusi
ness interests — trying to keep
government regulation to a minimum have both described it as
the most significant environmental case in a generation
In poliiical Bams, the justices
appeared to cleave along familiar
lines. More conservative justices
like Antonin Scalia, Samuel Mini
and Chief luslice lohn Huberts
appeared skeptical of the EPA's
authority and States righlstosue.
Insure Clarence Thomas, who

i.ink speaks during oral arguments, is expected to join other

conservatives in this case
Meanwhile,

lust ices

|ohn

Paul Stevens, David Souter.Ruth

Why Earth is heating up
How burning toss// fuels and other human
activity are contributing to a warmer planet:

1

The problem
More greenhouse gases
trow man made sources
trap more heat, raising
global temperature
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liader Ginsburg and Stephen
Breyer were more accepting of
both ideas.
I hat would leave lustice
Anthonv Kennedy as the criti

cal fifth vote to decide both
issues, a role he increasingly
plays, with the departure ol
the court's other swing voter,
Sandra I )a\ O'Connor.
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BGSU Cre
Enroll in the National Student Exchan

Call to make an appointment today!
Mill Am M.in.iLicmen!
641 ftiirdMBG
352-4380
niichimO'\m/nn.ncl

Attend one out of 177 colleges in the U.S. for up to one academic year while paying BGSU tuition!
No out-of-state-fees. Credits Transfer. Explore West Coast, Midwest, East Coast, South.

The National Student Exchange
Information Session
Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Room 314
Monday, December 4th
11:00am
For more details, Contact the NSE Program at 2-7944 or e-mail vfaley@bgnet.bgsu.edu

"We need mutual understanding among different beliefs and civilizations
more than any time in history."
- Recep Tayyip Erdogan. the Turkish prime minister, to reporters after his 20-minute
meeting with the pope, from Time.com
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LETTER TO
THE EDITOR
Lecture poses as Christian.
but bashes the Bible and
conservative views

II thai does noi constituted
direct attack on the Bible, please
tell me what does,
Hedid admit thai seven
Scripture passages appeal to con
demn homosexuality, but he said
that we real!) do not know what
those passages mean since the)
also include other sexual sins.
Well, Christians for centuries
have kniiisn what those pas

We all know thai the fifty
stars stand foi the fifty states,

cally watch il and think about
what the song and the Hag
stand for.
Sadl) when the song was
playingnobod) seemed to
notice that it was playing.
\losi people continued theit
c onversations, as il the music
was background that they had
io talk over,
I did uh.il I was laughl to
do, I looked lor a Hag and
lound none!

»j
I was sitting in c "hi l\ 's about
noon the other da) enjo)
ing ihi' soundsof93.5 out ol
loiedo and enjoying a good
slice of pizza and a hoi dog
when the National Anthem
Came on lite radio.
\i insi i thought, "Who
plays the National Anthem
the radio anymore'' I hat was
a trend back in the tonics
and fifties, when national
pride was al an all time high.
Bui ih,II was ovet liii\ years
ago. I (lid not think that
was the thing to play on the
radio an) more
Regardless if il is a popular
song to pla) on the radio.
and il it is something thai we
all know, whenever we hear
the National Anthem, we are
supposed iosinpuii,ii we are
doing, look loi a Hag and basi-

and the thirteen snipes stand
lor the original thirteen colonies. Bui what ilo the colors
stand lor?
According to usi lag.org
the while snipes and slais
siand for purity and innocence, the red stands foi
hardiness and valor and the
blue background of the stars
stands lor \ Igilance, perse
verance, and justice.
NOW regardless ol what you
Ihink about what the flag stand
for and how well we as a nation
are representing those colors,
thai is what they mean.
I don'i care ifyou think the
government is no) making us
look innocent and pine. I don't
care ifyou think there is no
iiistice in America.
I he people that are lighting foi you and I overseas are
lighting to bring those things
intoa place where standing up
againsl I he government meant
you were going lo he killed.
U here, if you were a person
that was i onvicted ol a crime,

so i simply removed im
hat and dosed my eyes and
en\ isioned a flagwav Ingin
Hie wind, like you see in Hie
linn ies. As the song wenl
on. I really did quite a bit of
thinking about what the Hag
stands for.
Not jusi the colors and the
stars and si ripes, hm whai ii
meant lo the people that long
lo come here, ihc people thai
are fighting right mm in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
How they are willing io
give their lives, for what some
people simply consider lo he a
bunch ol snips ni doth strung
logether IO make a neat design
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Stand. Mr mentioned thai
( hretianity consists ol two bask
beliefs. (1] rhereisaGad,and(2)
its not me or you.
Ifyou think about It everyone
makes a decision as to who to
trust Dr. Myers dearfy chose to
trust the ideas ol sodet) instead
of God's Word intheareaofsexu
ality. Many folks do that but he

So. I tlon'i know if anyone
has noticed yet, but Howling
Green is kind ol a w ind)
town. Especially during the
w Inter, the wind can be a
little ridiculous,
There's nothing worse than
waking up al eight on a cold
December morning while it's
slill dark outside and trekking across campus while
the wind blows across your
lai e al a mere twenty miles
an hour.
So why don'i we put this
anno) Ing wind to work for
us? In Bowling Green we have
a wealth ot resources available, yel noi main people are
aware of them.
I he wind thai blows our
skirls up and messes with
our hair every day as we walk
across campus can be used to
heal our homes.
That's right, in Howling

Green we are fortunate
enough to have Ohio's first
wind farm, which generates

wind power.
Ucordingtothe city's Web
sile, their mission is to "provide a clean uninterrupted
power supply at an affordable
price lo our customers and

ucnl loiilai.

—GeayNonnemacher,
DepartiiKnlofMaihand Statistk s,

a question? Give us your
feedback al bgnews.com.

I know for a fact that it was
not the cool thing to do when
people stood up against the
British 200 years ago, but thej
knew dial what they were
doing had to be done.
That flag means more than
perseverance, justice, and
hardiness, ii stands foi the
freedom thai we have and die
freedom thai is being fought
for all over the world.
Here are a few lines ol
the National Anthem from
inloplease.com "Whose
broad stripes and bright
slars, through the perilous
light. O'er the ramparts we
watched, were so gallantly
streaming?0 say. does that
star-spangled banner yet
wave tier the land of the free
and the home ol the brave?"
lienieinhi'i those who
forever are on guard for our
freedom, in Normandy,at fort
McHenry, or in Baghdad, those
that died for the Flag and for
her country.

your case was never heard, you
were presumed guilty and sen
tented to life in prison or death

by firing squad.
I was not jus) upset by the
lackol care about what song
was playing on the radio, but
the fact thai there was no flag
to be found inside the dining
area at Chil) s.
\c i Hiding to the Emily
Post Institute Weh site.

emilypost.com, when the
National Am hem is played,
everyone should stand and
remain standing until the
final words ol Hie song are
sung, or I he final chords ol
the song are played.
II you can, it is suggested to
sing the words, lint ifyou don't
have the ear to do so, please,
don't try.
Now I know thai ii maynoi
be the coolest thing to do in
die middle of lunch, but dang
ii. ii was not the cool thing
to do when they stormed the
beat lies ni Normandy, ii was
noi the cool thing to do when
you draft number was called
during Nam',

Send comments to Andiew Herman at
he"tiana<?bgsuedu

ive energy, its not
just for Al Gore anymore

% «j«. fo**i Sol* proWe«S

sages mean. Sexual activity ol
an) type outside God's design
of marriage is sinful. Pre marital
sex, adultery, homosexuality, etc.
are all equall) sinful,
Thatsnoi too hard toundei

While attacking both the Bible
and conservative Christians, he
attempted to portray himseU as a
warm caring Christian.

CAITLIN BLAKE.
Freshman. Middle
Childhood Education

Stand up for Of Glory, even if its not cool
ANDREW HERMAN

Yesterda) I attended a lecture
In Dr. David Myers sponsored by the College of \tts
and Sciences. Based on the
introductory material, I was
expecting to heai .it leasi sunn'
thing thai relied on common!)
accepted Christian beliefs.
Instead, I was treated toa
report i it biological and sociological studies that showed I sexual
orientation i~ like!) detei mined
before birth, [2 homosexualit)
"recover] programs''do no) work,
narriage is general!) good
for society, and (4] man) young
\mericans do not value marriage
even in the traditional sense
I have no substantive dis
agreement with these findings.
Dr. Myers eventual!) argued
ih.ii since marriage was in such
decline, allowing the ga) and lesbian population 3 ol the IN to
be legal!) married might improve
marriage. But, he gave feu spt i M
icsonhovi this would work.
Perhaps he ran out of time
because he spent too much time
making attacks on what conserva
live Christians and the Bible have
to say about homosexualit)'.
He showed pictures of men
that went back to homosexualit) after a recover) and poked
fUnat the organizations that had
touted their recoveries. Perhaps
the) deserved that, but if his Ideas
are valid, he should not need to
emphasize the Mures of others
Fie questioned the Bible when
he said thai the word' homosexuality" does not appear anywhere
in the Bible and dial there are
on!) seven verses out ol 31,103
that relate to it.
If God only said it seven times,
a must be insignificant, He
added thai since Chris) nevei
addressed the topic in the New
testament, i hutches should not
hi' making such a big deal about
it today. He showed a blank
screen in his PowerPoint presentation to depict what Christ said
about homosexuality.

JAYMEE
ARMSTRONG.
Freshman. Criminal Justice

KENZARECKI.
freshman. Digital Arts

CHRISTY BUKACK.
Sophomore. VCT

assisi them with their electrical needs."
\c cording to the city, there
are four turbines that are
each 257 leet tall.
These turbines, that are as
tall as a 30 story building,
generate up to 7.2 megawatts
ol power
enough io supply electricit) foi some 3,000
residents.
I highly recommend taking a trip to see these gentle
giants in person,
Noi onl) will you learn
a tiling or two aboul our
unique power source, but
they are also an awesome
site to behold. Since the wind
farm is located iust outside of
Hie city, it is a great place to
see the stars al night.
Anyone living in the city
can request to have their
house orapartmenl run on
wind power.
This "green power" costs
slightly more than regular at
1.3 cents per kilowatt hour,
it is really a small price to
pa) for clean fuel and a clean
conscience,
Since the city announced
this option in 2(11)5. "it has
experienced a nearly 30 percent increase in green pricing
enrollment, bringing total
participation to 464 customers or aboul 3.4 percent of its
customer base." according to
the Green Power Network.
Let's look at some of the
other benefits of wind power

when compared to traditional

lossil fuels,
According to
MontanaGreenPower.com,
Wind power has the polen
Hal to help the United States
reduce their dependence on
lossil fuels.
Il is a clean fuel source, and
it can help to cushion againsl

the price Increases ol electric.
So even If a town doi's not
seem windy enough to powei
their town via a wind farm,
they can slill incorporate
wind power with other ener
g\ sources lo reduce both the
cost of fuel and the pollution.
Switching to wind power to
run our homes will not save
the planet.
It will take a long time to
free ourselves from the lies of
fossil fuels, especially in the
United States where families
often have as main cars as
they do people.
However, wind power is
one small step we can take in
the right direction.
As Al Gore taught us over
the summer, our dependence
on fossil fuels is a huge problem that will lake a huge
solution.
But we have got to start
somewhere, and it will be
easier if we start taking these
baby steps now.

Send comments to Enn Wethem at
ewetherQbgsuedu
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Killer whale may
get second chance

NMIKE AUGIIERA

ATTACK FROM A KILLER WHALE: . Me photo released by SeaWoild Sen Diego
on Dec. 50.2004. shows kill..
• ,.
.vlio was born Dec 21.20O4.
at SeaWoild in San Diego Whale Itainer Ken Peiers remains hospitalized
grabbed him and twice held him underwater during a show Wednesday. Nov 29 2006. at
SeaWoild Adventure Park in San Diego
ByAllisoriHoffm.nl

The Associat, I
SAN
DIEGO - A killer
whale that dragged a trainer
underwater during a show
at SeaWorld Adventure Park,
breaking his foot, may be
allowed to perform again,
park officials said yesterday.
"Animals who have been
involved in incidents like this
in the past have been allowed
to
continue
performing,"
SeaWoild San Diego spokes
man Dave Koontz said.
I'ark trainers were examining the whale, a female orca
named kasatka, and trying
to determine what made her
grab her trainer, ken Peters,
KOOntZ said.
Peters, 39, remained hospitalized with a broken foot aftei the
whale grabbed him and twice
held him underwater during a
show. He had a tractured nictatarsal in his left loot but was in
good spirits. Koontz said.
Peters "as hurt around fi
p.m. Wednesday during the
final show of the da\ at Shamn
Stadium, a 36-foot-deep lank.
The show's finale called for
kasatka to shoot out of the

watei so Peters could dive oil
her nose. The whale is about 17
feel long and weighs well over
5,000 pounds.
As several hundred specta
tors watched, the whale and
trainer plunged underwater,
where kasatka grabbed Peters
by the foot and held him for less
than a minute before surfacing,
koontz said.
"The trainer was beingpinned
by the whale at the bottom ol
the pool," Karen ingrande told
k(, rV-TV.
When they came up, Peters
Iried to calm the animal
by rubbing and stroking its
back but it grabbed him and
plunged down again foraboul
another minute.
The crowd "began to realize
there was not something right
and the whale was down again
under the water. Again they
were splashing the water to try
to get the whale to come to the

surface." Ingrande said.
The whale finally released
him ami Peters was able to
surface and sunn away. Othei
t miners st retched a net het ween
him and Kasatka, Koontz said.
lie emerged from the tank
with one leg of his wet suit torn.
"Ik' tried to stand up on the
stage and that's when we realized there was something wrong
with his leg and his foot. I leu as
just white as ,i ghost." spectator
Sherri justice told kl MB l\ In
San Diego.
Mike Si arpuzzi, who oversees zoological operations, said
Peters has been working with
animals for Iti years, including
12 spent iti Shamu Stadium.
"His skills and techniques,
and close relationship with
the whale played a major role
in helping the animal calm
down and allowed him to
eventually swim out ol the
pool." Scarpuzzi said.
The park planned to continue the Shamu Stadium
shows yesterdaj using other
whales. I he park hits a total
ol seven killer whales, including two ol Kasatka's offspring,
Koontz said.
lie did not know whether
Kasatka would he allowed to
perform.
Koontz said trainers from the
San Diego park and sister parks
in San Antonio and Orlando.
Ha., planned to confer vcstci
da) and review the incident
in an effort to figure out what
made the orca grab Peters.
Koontz said the :SD-\ear-old
orca had been performing most
of her life and was familiar with
the routine.
"She's been our ul our slum
gest. most consistent perform
ers," he said.
Koontz said a different whale
dived with a trainer's loot in
its mouth two or three weeks
ago hut obeyed commands to
release the trainei and return to
the side of the tank. I he trainer
was not injured.
SeaWorld officials reported in
1999 that kasatka tried iii bite
a trainer during a show, hill he
Wits unhurt.

Washington indecisive on global warming
By Stephen Henderson

could have far-reaching effects.
lithe justices determine that I l'\
is not responsible for icgulating
greenhouse gases, it would hkeK
require congressional interven
don to initiate government action.
If the justices deride thai states
don I have standing to sue, thai
would under* ul othei pending
suits seeking to regulate factor)
emissions and general!) make it
inure difficult tin environmental
claims to go forward
linironinenlalgroiips push
ingfoi I PAregulation andbusi
ness interests
trying to keep
government regulation to a minimum
have both described it as
the most significant environmen
t.il case in a generation.
In political terms, tin* justices
appeared to cleave along familiar
lines More conservative justices
like \ntonin Scalia, Samuel Alito
MH\ < hiei lustice Inhn Roberts
appeared skeptical ol the EPA s
authority and stales rights to sue
lustice Clarence rhomas, who
i.mh speaks during oral argU
incuts, is expected to join other
conservatives in this case
Meanwhile, lustices lolin

WASHINGTON
I lie Supreme
t nun on Wednesday wrestled
with the thorn) issues surround
iug global wanning .mil the go\
enitneiii's efforts to abate it itut
hour long arguments ai the high
court
ai times heavj with disi iissinn ol the science ol climate
change
left little Indication ol
how the court will ultimate!) rule.
\i issue in Massachusetts
\. I PA are two simple questions: Whethet the! Iran An \i I
authorizes the Environmental
Protection Agencj to regulate air
pollutants that contribute to climate change; and it so, whethei
the I PA properl) used its discretion when n chose not to regulate
auto emissions.
Also ai stake in the case is
whether stales, man) ol which
claim climate change will harm
their kind and citizens, have the
right in sue in force I PA action
on pollutants from cars and
other sources.
I he Case is the lll!^ll i null's
firstforaj Into theargumeni ovet
global warming, and iis ruling

Paul Stevens, David Souter.Ruth
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Pope Benedict travels to
Turkey to seek forgiveness
By Brian Murphy
The Associated Press

SAL1H 7EKIFAZLKXSIUI

PRAYER TIME: Pop* Benedict XVI. in
wnite at lelt. is accompanied by Istanbul's
Mufti Mustafa Cagnci as he leaves alter
visitmg the Blue Mosque in Istanbul, background. Thursday. Nov. 50.2006.

ISTANBUL, Turkey — Pope
Benedict XVI prayed alongside an Islamic cleric in one
of Turkey's most famous
mosques yesterday in a dramatic gesture of outreach to
Muslims after outrage from
the pontiffs remarks linking
violence and the teachings of
the Prophet Muhammad.
The pope howed his head
and closed his eyes for nearly a
minute inside the 17th century
Blue Mosque after Mustafa
Cagrici, the head cleric of
Istanbul, said: "Now I'm going
to pray."
As the pope left the mosque,
Benedict turned to Cagrici and
thanked him "for this moment
of prayer," the Italian news
agency ANSA reported.
"This visit will help us find
together the way of peace for
the good of all humanity, the
pope said during only the second papal visit to a Muslim

place of worship. Benedict's
predecessor. )ohn Paul 11, visited a mosque in Syria in 2001.
The mosque visit was added
to Benedict's schedule as a
"sign of respect" during his first
papal trip to a Muslim nation,
the Rev. Federico I.ombardi.
the Vatican spokesman, said
last week.
The pope removed his
shoes before entering the carpeted expanse of the mosque,
which is officially known as
the Sultan Ahmet Mosque
after the Ottoman sultan
Ahmet I, who ordered its
construction. But it's widely
called the Blue Mosque after
its elaborate blue tiles.
The pope received a gift of
a glazed tile decorated with a
dove and a painting showing
a view of the Sea of Marmara
off Istanbul. The pope gave
the imam a mosaic showing
four doves.
"Let us pray for brotherhood
and for all humanity, "the pope
said in Italian.
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By Salad Duhul
The Associated Press
MOGADISHU,
Somalia
— Three suicide car bombs
exploded outside Somalia's
government base of Baidoa,
killing six people, including
the drivers, and wounding
four civilians, officials said
yesterday. One of the bombers was a veiled woman.
The bombings took place
at a government checkpoint,
exploding as police tried to
check them. Deputy Defense
Minister Salad Ali'lelle told
The Associated Press.
"The three drivers were
killed on the spot and
three others who were with
them," the minister said
by telephone. "We have
captured three who were
with them who have tried
to flee. The dead include
non—Sotnalis, they are
al—Qaida supporters."
A pol ice officer, who spoke
on condition of anonymity
because he was not authorized to talk to the media,
said one of the bombers
in the car was a woman
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Iraqi forces ready to
take security control
(AP) - Prime Minister Noun alMaliki said yesterday he believed
Iraqi forces would be ready by June
2007 to take lull control of security
in Iraq, an issue on which he pressed
President Bush during their meeting in Amman. Jordan In making
the argument that his military and
police could handle security in the
country. al-Maliki has routinely said
the force could do the job within si«
months

incuts spokesman Sheik
Abdirahini AM Mudey said
that he was consulting with
other senior officials before
the group would comment
on the attack.
The top U.S. diplomat
for Africa, lendayi Prazer,
warned Wednesday that
al—Qaida militants are
operating with "great comfort" in Somalia, providing
training and assistance to
a radical military element
loyal to the Islamic group.
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wearing a veil. He said four
civilians were taken to a
hospital in Baidoa.
Another policeman at the
scene, Mohammed Ahmed
Mohamud, the three captured men appeared to be
African but were not Somali.
There have been numerous
reports of foreign Islamic
radicals coming to Somalia
to join a holy war.
No one has claimed
responsibility
for
the
attack.
On Sept. 18. President
Abdullahi Yusuf escaped
unharmed when a suicide
bombing struck his convoy in Baidoa, although
11 people were killed in
the blast and a subsequent gunbattle, including
Yusuf's younger brother.
The attack was believed to
be the first suicide bombing in the country.
The transitional government blamed that bombing on extremists within
the Islamic movement. The
group denied it, and no one
has claimed responsibility.
The
Islamic
move-
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Dirty mouths
do good deeds
Tuesday

FRIDAY

The Student Loan

By Chelci Howard
Pulse Editor

unveils their debut
"newgrass" album at

PJ

Howard's Club H tonight
at 9 p.m. You won't have to
take out a loan to attend this
release party: entry is only

Vfm

costs $5, with opening acts
yet to be announced.

Butland
will dish out his
dirtiest schtick to
help needy children

Sometimes members on the
naughty list do something
nice. In this particular instance,
children are the ones who will
benefit from this random act of
kindness.
The forth annual "When Bad
Boys Do Good: I'm Dreaming
of a Blue XXXmas," will occur at
Grumpy Dave's Pub on Tuesday,
Dec. 5 at 9 p.m. Admission is
SI if a new, unwrapped toy is
donated at the door. The toy
will then go to the Marine's
"Toys For Tots," and will benefit
underprivileged children.
The night will consist of
nine scheduled performers
who all specialize in quickwitted, scandalous punch
lines—PJ Butland, Bill Bushart,
Laura Lou. lason Benci, lolm
Tourtillott. Bill Arrundale. Bob
Cook, Cory Baxter and Steve
Sabo, Each of the comedians
will have 13 minutes to unleash

Wine Tasting
at Diva's in Toledo features
drinks from around the
globe. S25 gets you all the
tasting you can handle, and
some appetizers (would you
like some cheese with that
wine?). Take notes for New
Year's Eve. Starts at 7 p.m.

Library Record and
Book Sale
is your best bet for dirtcheap LPs. CDs. cassettes,
8-tracks. comics, books,
magazines, sheet music and
fanzines. The madness starts
at 1:30 p.m. and goes until
6:30. Get there early!

See NAUGHTY IPaqe 8

SATURDAY

Women come
clean about
snooping

% -4
Against the Fire
storms Howard's tonight with
the Separation Tree, Dash

By Sarah Moor*
Reporter

the Assassin and Plague the
City (featuring members of
the Drama Summer). The
show kicks off at 9 p.m. $4 at
the door.

Over 50 years of cheap thrills

Santa
comes to town today at the
Town Center in Perrysburg
for plenty of free photo-ops.
As long as no one pulls a
Will Ferrel from'Elf.'the Big
Man will be there from noon
until 4 p.m.

SUNDAY

'A Christmas Carol"
at the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre puts a musical twist
on the Dickens classic. For
better or worse, no muppets

By Johnny Payn*
Assistant Pulse Editor

Sitting at a wooden table covered in
decades-old carvings, )im Gavarone
motioned towards [he dangling lanterns dimlv illuminating Howards
Club 11.
"Those arc the same lights lhat'vi'
been hanging here since the place
opened," he said fondly. "I'm trying to
keep tliis place the same as it's always
been."
But as the Ben Folds song on the
jukebox faded and die first somber
piano chords of a Coldplay tune
wafted to his ears, Gavarone grew
melancholy.
"But live music's a lough gig." he
lamented. "It's a struggle 10 gel people
to pay money. It's tough to build a
business based on what's on Stage."
Despite Gavarone's misgivings,
he's managed to attract an impres-

sive litany of musical performers. Ii>r
a small bar in a tiny college town,
what's been on stage reads as a list of
renowned blues, punk, hip-hop and
indie artists.
Karen O of the Yeah Yeah Yeahs
spewed beer from the small stage
nestled in the front of the room: current heart-throbs Fallout Boy and
Panic! at the Disco practiced their
preening here years ago; rock saviors
lack and Meg White once mingled
among the local bar rats: ex-linebacker Andrew W.K. got the party started
here in 2003.
Today's lineups at Howard's contrast sharply with the bevy of blues
musicians the bar frequently welcomed in between playing Cleveland
and Chicago. Bui since Gavarone purchased I (award's in 1999, he's endeavored lo attract names more recognizable to University students.
"Those blues guys jusl don't pay the

bills.'1 he said. "It's a shame because
they're fantastic."
Focusing on more popular acts is
one of very fevv changes Gavarone's
implemented since 1999. In an effort
to maintain the allure of the thirryB1AI 1-year-old building, he had the
crumbling old tables refurbished,
retained the ancient lanterns, and
chose not to paint over die sprawling graffiti covering every wall in the
building. Consequently, the bar's
atmosphere has changed very little
under Gavarone's ownership.
"1 just didn't have the heart to dismantle Howard's," he confessed. "It
has too rich a tradition."
It's a tradition that has accumulated
since the bar moved to its current
location at 210 North Main Street in
1973. But fifty years earlier, sipping a
beer and watchinga band in I towards
See HOWARD'S | Page 12

will appear in this play.
Curtains up at 2 p.m.

Sometimes when a relationship hits turbulence without
any observable fix. the people
involved may become tempted
to take extreme measures. While
we all, in some way or another,
unconsciously keep tabs on our
significant others, it is surprising
to know the extremity that some
members of a couple take when
checking up.
It is highly doubtful that one
would openly admit to snooping on their bovfricnd/girlfrieiid.
wife/husband, etc., but a poll conducted by the Lifetime television
network found some interesting
results.
This "Poll on Snooping" was
sent to a random sample of adult
women, ages 18-49 that live in the
U.S, with 667 surveys completed
in all. Hie survey discovered that
67 percent of women, although
the sex was detennined by the
same poll to he the most trusting
of genders, admitted to spying on
their partners. Most of this behavior was sparked by suspicions of
infidelity, with 43 percent of those
women finding out information
that they would have rather not
known.
Relating to celebrities that have
See SNOOP! Page 12

Gospel Choir Fall
Festival
gives the gift of exuberant
music to the University
tonight in the Union from 7
p.m. 'til 9.

The David Carter
Symphonic Choir
will present its annual holiday
concert today at 4:30 p.m.
at the Monroe Street United
Methodist Church in Toledo.

THEY SAID IT
"If you take

out the killings,
Washington
actually has a very
low crime rate."
IvkrcnBanylMayofcf
WashrgtonfX

Cleveland house of leg lamp opens to the public
By Nick Carrabina
Reporter

When most people enjoy a
movie, they might talk about
it with their friends, add it to
their favorite movies category on
Facebook or even go as far as
buying the DVD when it hits the
shelves.
But then there is Brian lones—
the San Diego native who grew
up bei ng a huge fan of t he hoi iday
favorite "A Christmas Story" has
really gone above and beyond.
lones, 30, left the Navy to start
his own company selling leg
lamps and has just recently purchased and renovated the original house seen in "A Christmas
Story'' just in time for the hoi Iday
season.
The house, which is located at
3150 West 11th St. just outside of
downtown Cleveland, was auctioned off on EBay, lones came
out the frontrunner after he

offered S150.000 on an $80,000
home so he could buy it outright.
Since then he has put more
than $240,000 towards renovations to make an exact replica
of the home seen in the holiday
classic movie.
"The house went on sale and it
made sense from a business perspective," lones said. "I thought
fans would come and see it. That
was the biggest part of this."
lones, who still resides in San
Diego, had never even been to
Ohio before purchasing the
house which led to some doubters, including his own family.
"Some people were unhappy, including my wife, but she
was the one who told me the
house was for sale." he said. "She
emailed me and told me about
it and 1 went straight to E-bay
without finishing her email and
called the guy the next day."
"I wrote her back and told

her the house was mine." lones
said. "She said she didn't know
whether to laugh or cry, but now
she's laughing,"
While runningthe house from
San Diego, lones is getting a lot of
help from Steven Sicdlecki, director and curator of the house.
Siedlecki wanted to be a part of
the project, but never thought he
would be helping out full time,
but after lones' friend backed
out, Siedlecki filled in.
"To be honest I just wanted to
use this opportunity to have the
title out for my name," Siedlecki
said. "I have always been a fan
of the movie. 1 have always been
familiar with the house; 1 grew
up right around the comer,"
Siedlecki is glad that lones is
committed to the project and
happy to see that the house
will finally be renovated .
"After seeing the house get
remodeled after it fell apart
again and again, I niJi thought

someone would want to do this,"
he said. "I just think this is great,
finally someone would put the
money into the house and not let
it fall apart again."
Nov. 25 was the grand opening
of the house and over 2,900 fans
came out to take a look and were
guided through a tour of the
house as well as the back yard.
Along with all the fans, many
characters from the movie
made an appearance; including Scott Schwartz (Flick), Ian
Petrella (Randy) Tedde Moore
(Miss Shields), Zack Ward (Scut
Farkus) Yano Anaya (Grover
Dill), Patty Johnson (Head Elf)
and Dre Hocevar (Male Elf).
The Christmas Story house
is open Wednesday through
Saturday 10 a.m. until 5 p.m.
and then on Sunday noon until 5
p.m. Tickets are $5 for adults and
$3 for children.
For more information, visit
www.achristmasstory.comi

PHOTO PROVIDED

FRAGILE! IT MUST BE ITALIAN: The
onginat set/home to the holiday classic "A
Christmas Story,' will be on exhibit to me
general publk Wednesday through Sunday.
I
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"You should go to
this show because
Christmas is a time
for giving back to
the community,
having fun, being
with friends... and
jokes about your
genitals."

NAUGHTY
From Page 7
the most raw, dirtiest and
darkest material in the name
of charity.
Steve
Sabo,
nationally renowned comedian
and owner of Inside Joke
Productions, said that I'l
Butland, a comedian who
appeared in the "Spider-Man"
movie, is the originator of mixing dark humor and toys.
"I can't take credit for the
event," Sabo said. "PI Butland
came to me with the idea four
years ago; he did several shows
that year for the same cause.
However, 1 think that we are
the only locations who have
continued and made it an
annual event."
And this is an annual event
that shows staying power. In
its three years of existence, the
"When Bad Boys Do Good"
charity event has generated
hundreds of gifts and have
drawn large crowds—ranging from 80 to 100 people who
are encouraged to drink, get
rowdy and have a good time
while doing a good deed.
According to Cory Baxter, a
comedian who is new to the
scene but is already being recognized for his rebellious acts,
this is just one of the many reasons that the comedians are
looking forward to this show.
Baxter, who will be performing in the "When Bad Boys Do
Good" show for the first time,
feels that this is a great opportunity to show the softer side
of dark humor.
"I think it's a really good
cause and I am glad I get the
opportunity to perform in this
event," Baxter said. People
who are fans of our type of
humor aren't stereotypically
the charitable types, but this
gives them a good opportunity
to have fun and help kids in
the process."

Besides the "Toys For Tots"
event, Sabo hopes to raise
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Steve Sabo | Comedian
awareness
for additional
causes.
"I would like to raise awareness for underprivileged kids
as well as awareness for the
comedy shows which we have
every Tuesday night in Bowling
Green. There are amazing,
nationally recognized performers who play here and
more people should be coming out to support them," Sabo
said. "Also, I am hoping the
students can blow off some
steam and leave the political
correctness button at home.
Because if you aren't offended
by at least one thing that is
brought up on Tuesday—then
something is severely wrong
with you."
Both Baxter and Sabo promise that the audience will be
anything but disappointed
during the show and encourage those interested to come
early due to limited table
space.
"You should go to this show
because Christmas is a time
for giving back to the community, having fun, being with
friends, peace and goodwill
toward men and jokes about
your genitals," Sabo said.
For additional information
about the event, call Grumpy
Dave's Pub at 419-353-0988 or
visit their Web site at www.
grumpydavespub.com

WWWBGNEWS.COM

■ Warner Bros.
■ Grade | F

"The Prestige"

"Saw III

"Final Fantasy XII'

"The Fountain"

WHAT JOE THINKS:
* The Prestige" is the latest film from
"Batman Begins" director Christopher

WHAT JOE THINKS:

WHAT JOE THINKS:

As has become a recent tradition m
theaters, with every Halloween comes

The "Final Fantasy" series has long been

WHAT JOE THINKS:
"The Fountain" is the latest film from

held to the highest standards of the

acclaimed director Darren Aronofsky

Nolan and it rs one of the best films to

a brand new "Saw" films, and every year

(Reouiem for a Dream") and it is also

come out this year, right up there with
"The Departed" earlier this month.

they get a little worse.
The original "Saw" has become a horror

gaming world in terms of both graphics
and with its ever-changing game play
styles

year.
The Mm follows three story lines that

Hugh Jackman ("X-Men ) and

classic that was new and fresh and has

Christian Bale ("Batman Begins") star
as a pair of magicians performing in

had a profound influence on the genre
ever since, unfortunately the sequels

London and develop a rivalry to see who
is the better magician, to the point where

that followed have not Irved up to these

it drives them to murder.
Both Bale and Jackman are two of the

standards.
"Saw III" folows the continuing exploits
of the killer Jigsaw (Tobin Bell) and his

most underrated stars working today and

apprentice Amanda (Shawnee Smith) as

both give one of the best performances
of their respective careers, which nowa-

they continue their work to try and help
people by putting them through helfeh

days are usually related to their recent

With the series' latest addition, and
first in nearly three years it continues to
match these high standards and at the

one of the worse films to come out mis

span a thousand years one follows a
conquistador seardwig for the fountar of

same time revolutionizing the series just
in time for the next generation of game

youth another follows a doctor trying to

systems.
"Final Fantasy XII" takes place in the

mans journey through space in search of

world of Ivalice. a land that has been ravaged by an ongoing war between two

cure his wife's illness, and a third follows a
being reborn
The three are intertwined so convoluted/ that it keeps you guessing nght up to

great empires with all of the countries

the end. unfortunately for all of the wrong

games of life and death.
The original "Saw" seemed to put an

nearby getting caught up in the conflict
as well

reasons
The film stars Hugh Jackman (The

It is not only the two stars that are
great in this film though, the supporting

emphasis on the plot of the film with the

The story follows a band of travelers
that get caught up in the fight in order

Prestige") and a pair of Oscar winners

cast is p'etty impressive as well, with

of the reasons why it was so good.
That philosophy switched roles for last

to help restore their kingdom and give

Ellen Burstyn ("Requiem for a Dream')

the throne back to a recently dethroned

year's sequel which resulted in a loss of
quality, and ultimate!/ a lesser film.

princess and free their country from the
grips of oncoming war.

and even ad of their talents are wasted on
the film

roles as comic book characters.

gore playing less of a role, which was one

the likes of Michael Came. Scarlett
Johansson and David Bowie (yes that
David Bowie),
The high point of "The Prestige" is its

The differences in the gameplay are

in Rachel Weisz (The Mummy") and

Nearly afl of the dialogue in the film
is shot with an extreme close- up of the

This instalment of the series tries to find
a median between those films out falls

apparent right and it does take a little

actors faces with them speaking in a deep

same name by Christopher Pierce.
It keeps the audience guessing right up

flat while trying to get to complicated and

while to get used to as it is so different

trying to get cute with the plot twists that

whispery voice, which gets old realy fast
The Fountain" has only one redeem-

until the end with a senes of dever twist

gets a little ridiculous towards the end.
Considering most of the horror films

than anything that has been done before
The biggest problem with the latest

story its story, based on the book of the

ing quality to it. and that is the original

"Final Fantasy" is that it doesn't do a

concept behind it. if that is wasted on the

that come out each year are pretty ter-

good job directing its players where to

Christopher Nolan has made one of

rible, it is good to see a film that actual/

poor wnting and directing by Aronofsky.
which comes as a surprise given the level

the best films of his short but prestigious
career (no pun intended).

tnes to be good and for the most part is,

go in order to continue to progress with
the story, which can cause players to get

and turns along the way that make sure
to keep things interesting and rarely dull.

"The Prestige" is one of the best and
most entertaining films of the year and

there rs just a definite drop of in the quality
that was part of the first two films.ls "Saw

lost for long periods of time if they aren't
Nonetheless it is still one of the best

Not if they have a weak stomach, but
if they are looking for a decent horror

film like "The Departed", it's still a very

film around this time of the year*then it is

good movie that is well worth the price
of admission,

worth seeing.

games to be released this year with stunning graphics, an awesome story, and
with so much to do that it will keep gamers playing it for a long, long time.

—Joe Cunningham

—Joe Cunningham

The Fountain" rs one of the worse
films of the year. and. with everythng that

careful.

III" for everyone?

while it lacks the long-term appeal of a

of talent he's shown n his previous films

—Joe Cunningham

it had going for it. it's the biggest disappointment of any movie in a long, long
time.
Only big fans of Aronofsky and hs
work should waste their time with it.
— Joe Cunningham
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Towing 24 Hours • 7 Days a Week

Now Offering
FULL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I llll
8, Towing

419-353-7222
17743 N. DIXIE HWY

Flush & Fill
$24.95
(expires i2/3voe>

24 Hour Towing

SERVICE

Bring this coupon
Transmission
All Mechanical Work in and receive
10% off
Brakes
Diesel and Gas
Tires
Bearings
All Farm Equipment
3 /WVfi
Low Shop Rates
Free Towing with Student ID
(with qualified repair)
13040 BISHOP RD.. BOWLING GREEN, OH •

FALL SPECIAL!

Jerry's^z Sffl 9

Free Estimates
Foreign and Domestic
Insurance Claims Welcome
Towing Available
Complete Collision Service

$25.00 off

353-2526

TIME TO WINTERIZE!

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE
to and from camus
FREE TOWING to our shop within
20 miles when you use out expert
repair service!
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$100

1

15% DISCOUNT

TIRE SALE

On Any Service

BUY 3 TIRES,
GET 1 FREE
BUY 2 TIRES,
GET 1 HALF 0FFI

(not available with any
other orrersi

JOINI US WITH
LIFETIME OIL CHANGES!
gel up to 5 qts ol oil & filter on most cars and trucks j
every 3,000 miles as long as you own your carl
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Jerry Herman. Owner
\_ Lifelong resident ol Bowling Green

U

OIL CHANGE &
TIRE ROTATION

: any serivce over

BOWLING GREEN, OH

Service Center Open
Monday- Friday • 8-5 PM

NEW BATTERY
TOWING
SNOW TIRES
OIL CHANGE

S99.95

"*«

ANTIFREEZE/
COOLIANT SYSTEM
FLUSH $4495
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Bowling Green

(419)353-2444
1067 S. Main Street
Mon. - Fri. 8:00am - 6:00pm
Sat. 8:00am - 4:00pm
www.tutTy.cam
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SIDELINES

Falcons to face Mavericks in descisive struggle
By Chiyi. H.ld
Reporter

NFL
Bengals win: 13 to 7
Coming off a 30-0 shutout
in Cleveland, one of the
NFL's lowest-ranked defenses held Baltimore (9-3)

•

This weekend the BG hockey
team will try to solve its offensive
struggles and earn some much
needed points in the CCHA
standings as the University of
Nebraska-Omaha Mavericks
come to (he BG Ice Arena for a
pair of games.
The Falcons (3-101,1-7-01 are
in the midst of a six-game losing
streak and have lost 10 out of
their last 11 games. BG is coming off of a road trip to New
York last weekend in which they
were outscored by a combined
score of 9-0 in games against

Clarkson and St. Lawrence.
Despite boasting the defending CCIIA player of the year and
I lobey Baker Award (nation's top
player) candidate, Scott Parse,
UNO has also stumbled in tinfirst part of theseason.After finishing fourth in the conference
last year and qualifying for the
NCAA tournament, the Mavs
(4-7-4, 3-6-1) arc only two spots
ahead of BG for the last spot in
the conference standings.
BG coach Scott Paluch knows
this weekend will feature a pair
of games between two teams
that are desperate for wins.
"We're struggling scoring
goals, and |UNO| has been a

JORDANFIOWER

'

team that's been a little inconsistent, both scoring and giving up goals," Paluch said.
"Its a scries thai we really
need to be strong defensively to get ourselves the best
chance this weekend."
In the falcons' recent slide,
the goals the defense has given
up have been magnified by the
offense's inability to produce. In
the last six games, BG has been
outscored 31-6 by opponents.
lor the Falcons, keeping a
positive attitude when wins an
not coming is essential.
"We've been going through
some rough times the last few
weeks and we're ready to turn

i

DEFENSE: The Falcons will (ace off
against the Mavericks this weekend

it around," said BG captain
Michael Hodgson. "It's always
tough when you're not winning,
but you have to that confidence
to have a positive attitude. You
have to think and know that
you're going to win."
A key for BG this weekend
will be the offense's being
able to produce goals early
for a much needed confidence
boost. So far this season, the
Falcons have been outscored
21-10 in the first period.
"What's important is that
our team gets some rewards
for our hard work," Paluch said.
HOCKEY

scoreless until Steve McNair
threw a 36-yard touchdown
pass to Derrick Mason with
1:01 to play. No Cincinnati
defense had ever gone seven
quarters without allowing a
point.

COLLEGE
FOOTBALL
Michigan State's
Dantonio hires
former Cincinnati
aides
Four of Mark Dantonio's
assistants at Cincinnati are
following him to Michigan
State, the Spartans' football
coach said Thursday.
Don Treadwell will be offensive coordinator. Ted Gill
defensive line coach. Dan
Roushar offensive line coach
and Mark Staten tight ends/
tackles coach and recruiting
coordinator.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:
vs. Nebraska-Omaha; 7:05
p.m.

TOMORROW
Men's Basketball:
vs. Troy; 2 p.m.
Hockey:
vs. Nebraska-Omaha; 7:05

p.m.

OUR CALL
The List:
The BG News presents the
five NFL teams who have to
prove the most this weekend.

1. New York Giants:
These guys have been bad of
late. JeremyShockey thinks
he's good and Eli Manning
seems to have lost some
confidence.

2. Atlanta Falcons:
Can Mike Vick make up for
his bad play? What we're
really wondering is how
many drops his receivers will

Normally during a close game the
final shot is not taken by someone
who is averaging 5.8 points per game.
BG guard Ryne Hamblet did just
thatandvvonthispastweekend'sgamc
against the Jaguars of the UniviiMU
of South Alabama with his runner in
the lane with no time on the clock.
Hamblet, a junior transfer from the
north side of Chicago, is not asked to
do much of the scoring for the Falcons
this season. His 5.8 points per game
ranks him fourth on the learn behind
Martin Samarco, Frik Marschall and
Fric Fefeld.
Hamblet is someone thai all teams
need. He is ihe person on the team
who does all the little things. He is
first on the team in assists with 5.5 per
game as well as being tied for the team
lead in steals with two per game.
Hamblet also ranks third on the
learn behind Samarco and Marcshall
in rebounds per game with 4.8.
'The team gels along real well,"
I iamblet said. "We hang out with each
other all day everyday."
I Iamblet is new to the Falcons this
season, but he is not unabridged to try
and bring a winning altitude lo the
men's basketball team.
Chipola College, Hamblet's junior
college, was ranked number one In
the country for 16 straight weeks his
sophomore year.
Hamblet knows about winning but
he also brings a new wrinkle lo the
Falcons thai they did not have last
season. Haymaking ability is what the
Falcons were lacking last season and
coach Dan Dakich hopes Hamblet
can bring that to this learn.
"I thought he was a playmaker and
I thought we were a learn that didn't
have playmakers last year," Dakich
said. "He's the only one I've ever seen
lhat I've recruited who completely
grasped the team concept."
While
Dakich appreciates
Hamblet's efforts on the offensive side
of Ihe ball, he would like lo see the
most amount of improvement on the
defensive side of the ball.
"He's learning," Dakich said. "He
never guarded the ball and he never
played without the ball. To his credit,
he's really smart and he has a high
basketball IQ."
Hamblet believed in this team
while being recruited and believed
Dakich was the right coach for him
and lhat is why he chose to come lo
Bowling Green.
"I liked his demeanor and fell he
was a coach lhat pushed players,"
Hamblet said. "I fell like that's the
kind of coach I needed."

the
big leagues
in

behind him.

BRANDON H£BS I IHEBGNfWS

EYE OH THE BALL: Junta Ryne Hamblet watches an opposing playet during a recent BG game He was
responsible for this weekend's close win against the Jaguars He has been averaging 5.8 points a game.

See MALL | Page 11

OSU students upset about lack of tickets

its not the QB that's winning
games for them.
4. Cincinnati
Bengals: This team
was in bad shape but made
progress against the Browns.
They have a tough task
though with the Ravens.
5. Seattle Seahawks:
They may have beaten the
Packers at home, but they
have to establish the run
against Denver this week.

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Ohio
State students complained the
university did not set aside
enough tickets for them when it
divvied up its allotment for the
national championship game.
Students got 1,100 tickets for
the Jan. 8 football game. The
university set aside the largest
amount, about 5,000, for donors
and sponsors.
About 6,000 of Ohio State's
nearly 52,000 students entered
a lottery this week to try to win
the right to buy one of the student tickets.
"I think it's totally inexcusable that only 1,000 tickets were

I

ATLANTA — Quarterback
Michael Vick has been fined
S 10.000 by the NFL for the
obscene gestures that he directed toward heckling fans following the Falcons' loss lo the New
Orleans Saints on Sunday.
In addition to the fine. Vick has
agreed to donate S 10,000 to a
charity of his choice.
I broke a rule and now I'm
paying the price," Vick said
Wednesday. "The good thing
is I get to donate a portion of it
lo charity."
It is not known who suggested
thecharilablt'donation, but that
element was part of the discussions between the league and
Vick's representatives over the
past two days. Obviously, there
will be no appeal of the fine.
"I can't really say whether it's
fair or not," Vick said. "Bui the
league makes the rules and I
broke the rules. It is what it is
- 20 Gs. I shouldn't have done
what I did."
He hasn't decided which
charity will gel his S 10,000. but
seemed eager to put the matter

RYNE HAMBLET I PLAYER OF THE WEEK

3. Denver Broncos:
team is 7-4 seems crazy but

Michael
Vick
Recently fined
quarterback of the
Falcons
By L«n Pasquaralli
ESPN.com

have.

A QB change when your

Vick fined
$10,000 for
gestures

Hamblet makes it
By Bill BorcUwick
Reporter

ell

made available lo students,"
senior Paige Shannon said.
"Without the students there
wouldn't be any football at all,
yet we seem to get the least
amount of tickets."
The rest of the school's
16,000 tickets for the game in
Glendale, Ariz., were divided among various groups,
including the athletic department, university administration, the alumni association
and the marching band.
"The Department of Athletics
tries to be as fair as possible
in meeting the huge demand
from, among others, students,

<

faculty, staff, trustees, alumni, donors, media, boosters
and season ticket holders. All
of them an: important to our
athletic programs and our university," said Athletic Director
Gene Smith.
The distribution this year
matches what was done in
2003, when OSU got about the
same number of tickets for its
national championship game
against Miami, Ohio State ticketing director Bill Jones said.
"No group will get the
amount of tickets thai they are
requesting." he said. "Between
the students, staff and [booster]

»

club members, we will have
far more requests than tickets
available."
The University of Southern
California, the Buckeyes' likely
opponent, also will earmark
about 1,000 tickets for students.
"Only about 1,000 students will probably be able
to go for us, too, and if it's of
any comfort to the upset students in Columbus, there are
lots of sympathetic students
over here on the West Coast,"
USC ticketing director Debra
Duncan said.
See OSU | Page 11

Falcons owner Arthur Blank
said he planned to meet privately with Vick lo discuss
the incident.
"Michael knows his actions
were inappropriate and he has
taken responsibility for ihem,
apologized lo our fans, and
been fined by Ihe NFL," Blank
said. "We know, through all
bis time with the Falcons,
that this is not characteristic
of Mike and not Ihe way he
represents our club."
In the past, players who made
obscene gestures on the field
and were first-time offenders
typically were fined S5.000 by
the NFL.
Vick's base salary for 2006 is
S1.4 million, bul thai is hardly
reflective of the magnitude of
his contract, which was extended last year and can be worth as
much as S130 million. Because
league action supersedes anything the Falcons might want
to do, there will be no sanctions
by the club.
The incident for which Vick
was fined occurred shortly after
the Falcons lost to the Saints,
31-13, a defeat in which the
Georgia Dome crowd jeered
the home team and its quarterback much of the day. As Vick
was heading toward the tunnel
that leads to the Falcons' locker
room, he exchanged words with
fans screaming at him, then
alternately extended the middle
fingers of both hands.
Vick issued an apology
through the Falcons hours after
the incident. On Monday afternoon, he again apologized during a news conference at team
headquarters.
"It was just a part of a situation where my emotions got
the best of me." Vick said. "1
apologize sincerely to all my
fans and to everybody who
saw me make that gesture. ...
It won't happen again."
I

I
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Browns not ready for change
By Tom With.n
The Associated Press

BEREA.OM0—Romeo Crenneft
boss isn'i planning to make him
the next fomicr Cleveland coach.
Nut now and not anytime soon.
Browns geniT.il manager Phil
Savage strongly backed Crermel
yesterday saying it "as unfair
10 blame him for all Cleveland's
problems and temporarily snuffing speculation the stmggling
dub vvas on the verge of a coaching change.
"Romeo has die total support
of (owner) Randy l-emer and
myself." Savage said. "I le hits the
respect of the team. They believe
in him. Randy and I are 100 percent behind him. Wen1 going
to do everything in our power
10 liHp him rest of the next Bve
games, the upcoming offseason
and next year.
Crennel, just 9-18 in two
seasons with Cleveland, has
come under heavy attack for
the Browns' 3-8 record and a
perceived lack of player dis-

cipline During Sunday's 30-0
loss to Cincinnati, wide rccciver Braylon Edwards, who has
spouted off before this season,
argued on the sidelines with
teammates — a spectacle that
led many to think Crennel had
lost control til his team.
Savage not only refitted that
notion, but he said he and
Crennel are inseparable in all
matters related to the team.
"Romeo and I are in this
together." said Savage, hired in
lanuary 2005. one month before
CTenneL "When he has failure,
I have failure, When he has success, I have success, You can't put
some of the problems we've had
ibis year at the feet ofone person.
it's a team and an organbatk m."
Bothered by speculation SUT
rounding his coach's future.
Savage said be met with Crennel
before addressing the media and
told him, "I'm going to try to put
an end to this."
Savage has done that — for
now.

"It's really not fair to him and

it's utterly ridiculous." Savage
said. "There is a silly season
before the draft and unfortunately the last month of an Nil.
season is what I would call a
silly season. It's ludicrous.''
Crennel appreciated Savage's
public gesture, but isn't so sure it
will completely extinguish calls
for bis head
"It should be the end of the
story," Crennel said. "Bui in my
years 111 the Nil, I know things
can change and do change. I
will tell you I am going to do the
vet) best job I can to lead this
team, try to build a consistent
team that will give us a chance
to compete in the division and
for the championship.
"We haven't been winning,
unfortunately. But we are w 1 nk
ing, doing as much iis we can to
By to win."
The Browns have again been
riddled with injuries at key
positions, making progress
nearly impossible,
See BROWNS I Page II

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

Gas Bills

stacking up?

WWWBGNEWS.COM

NHL gambling scandal deepens
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ. (AP) — A
second man accused of running
a gambling ring with former
hoc key star Kick Tocchet will
plead guilty and agree to cooperate with authorities, according
to a repori published yesterday,
lames Ulmerwill plead guilty
today in state Superior Court to
promoting gambling and conspiracy and faces up to 364 days
in county jail, according to The
Star ledger of Newark, which
cited law enforcement officials
who spoke to the newspaper
on the condition of anonymity

because the case is ongoing.
The state Attorney General's
office said yesterday that Ulmer
would be in court in Mount
Holly today, but spokesman
David VVaki declined to specify
the hearing's purpose. A similar
advisory came before another
man in the case pleaded guilty
in August.
Ulmer, 41, a businessman
who lives in Sweedesboro,
would be the second man to
plead guilty in the case, which
authorities have said involved
bettors including current

NHL players and actress Janet
(ones, the wife of hockey great
Wayne Gretzky.
Ulmer's lawyer, Edwin
lacobs, did not return calls to
The Associated Press. The StarLedger said he also did not
return calls to the newspaper.
In August, a former state
trooper, James Harney, pleaded
guilty to charges of conspiracy,
promoting gambling and official misconduct. He faces up to
seven years in prison.
GAMBLING

ill

Texas struggling in 11 games without Davis
The Associated Press

HOUSTON — The Houston
texans running game was
dealt a major blow when
Domanick Davis was put on
the injured reserve before the
season. The problem is, II
games into the season it still
hasn't fully recovered.
The Texans have had some
good games, but have struggled with consistency without Davis, the franchise leading rusher. Two weeks ago.
Houston bad 188 yards rushing, the second most in team
history. They followed it up

with just 25 yards rushing
against the New York lets.
Samkon Gado, who has been
splitting time With rookie Wall
Lundy, said he is not discouraged and knows things will

turnaround,
"The most important thing is
being consistent and still keep
working hard and the yards
will come," Gado said. "Yes. we
didn't do as well as we would
have liked, but I don't think
that's really indicative of the
type of running backs that we
arc. We've just got to keep working and hopefully we'll do better next week."

Lundy leads the team with
415 yards rushing and three
touchdowns. Gado, who came
to Houston this season in a
trade with Green Bay, has 217
yards rushing and a touchdown. Heisman Trophy winner Ron Dayne, who signed
with the Texans after being
released by the Broncos, has
183 yards but hasn't played
the last three games.
Lundy.'whowasa sixth-round
draft pick, has also helped out
in the passing game, adding 27
receptions for 162 yards.
See TEXAS | Page II

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.
Amenities included in many of our houses:
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
- Large yards
- 1 and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Most homes are NEW or REMODELED
■

WIXTIIROP & SUMMI'l TERRACE APTS
Offite Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road

(419) 352-9135
Email us: winthrop " gerdenich.com

www.winthropterrate.tom

No money down
a $225 savings

HOURS:
Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

-

-

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-5 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrcntals.com

GREENBRIAR. INC.

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

HOCKEY
From Page 9
"We've gone through a stretch
where we haven't been able to
get the benefits of a lot of the
things we've done well and we
need that right now."
Even with the recent losing
streak, Paluch and the Falcons

are determined to turn the
team's play around.
"We want to improve." I'aluch
said. "We're not happy with
where we sit, we need to improve
and get ourselves back into the
mix in the league. There's a lot of
hockey to be played yet."
The puck drops at 7:05 p.m.
both nights inside the BG Ice
Arena.

BROWNS

TEXAS

From Page 10

From Paqe 10

Soil. Savage feels ihe dub lias
made small strides in getting
hack to nsnectability. and bets
Ine Browns have fewer pnihlems
with |Aiycr condim thai most
NFI.teanis.
"I (eel like we're going to
come out on the other side
of this," he said.

Besides the loss of the
Davis, the group has had to
deal with several changes to
the offensive line because
of season-ending Injuries to
three starlers. I iincly said
that shouldn't matter though,
and refused to use it as an
e\i use for their troubles.
Second-year player Drew
Hodgdon will start In place ol
center Mike Flanagan, who
was placed on the injured
reserve on luesday. lie's
started five career games.
"Offensive linemen take a
lot of pride in the running
game." I lodgdon said. "We're
going in come out this week
after that pom performance
mi the ground and try to take
care of that"
Houston ran the hall just
14 times but threw 5 I passes
in Sunday's 26-11 loss lo Ihe
lets.Coach Gar) Kubiak said
he probably abandoned ihe
run too quicklj against New
York, saying thai Lund]
and Gado didn't get
enough carries.
' i hat'smyfauh.'hesaidol
the few carries. "But they are
hot libeller than they played.
And we're 1101 always going
lo block every one of them.
they have to make somebody
ini-.v I want lo see both those

Several BUMILS playos were

B-BALL
From Page 9
The transition from junior college to division l-A as well as the
transition to becoming more of
a point guard has had its rocky
steps for Hamblet.
"I've just got to get the offense
more down pal as a point guard.
It'salotdifferentfromtheoffense
I ran in lunior College," Hamblet
said. "Defensively everything's
been cool. One thing though is

osu

From Page 9

Students who didn't win the
chance to buy the $185 tickets
also could get into the game by
purchasing a university-sponsored tour package, at a cost

GAMBLING
From Page 10
Tocchet and Ulmer are the
only remaining people charged
in the case. No alleged bettors
have been charged.
Tocchet'slawyer.KevinMarino,
did not comment yesterday.

that I'm not used to guarding the
little guy."
In this past weekend's game
against South Alabama, I lamblel
only scored four points and was
not even designed to get the ball
in the final seconds but that is not
the way the game will be remembered as I lamblel connected for
the game winner despite the play
no! being designed for him.
"The play was supposed
!o go io |Samarco|. I got a
lucky bounce and it went in."
Hamblet said.

of around $2,000. About 500
students took advantage of the
offer, according to the athletic
department
"They want us to be the 'best
fans in the land,' and I guess we
had better be because they will
only be sending a thousand of
us," senior left Slcrro said.

Authorities announced in
February they had taken down
Ihe gambling ring, which they
said had been running for years.
In the 40 days ending I eh. 5, they
said, $1.7 million changed hands.
The case shocked the hockey world, but Mil. officials say
there is no evidence of bets on
that sport.

11 Fnday. December U006'

ple.isul io learn of Savages sup

l»>n of (mincl, who came to
Cleveland short} after winning
a Super Bind as New Ijigtuid's
defensive < omlinalor — his fifth
Hoe as an assistant,
"Romeo Is a great guy and
when pmpk' lasre hkxxi they are
going lo in. and gohlik' him up"
tight end Mk-n Winskiw said.
1 lesgol nothing io worn -about.
Ik's a great coach."
Savage feds that ihe 59year-old Gviinrl. ( kvcland's
third coadl since the HUMUS
returned as an expansion team
in 19!)!), has fulfilled fill die
expectations (he team had for
him when he was brought in to
help li\ a fracture franchise.
'W: needed someone Io come
in and provide a steady hand
In Ihe Irani and orgaiii/alion,"
Savage said Uriiiiikilloregain
thetnist and n-.|xvi i >f ihrpl.iu'is
Iroin the head coaching posW IL
Icantellyouthatheliasdcinclli.ii
on an lnRiity, daily and weddj
basis since lies been liere."
Savage addressed seven! other
areas during his 45-minUS talk.
Among them:
EdwaroV behavior has been
disappointing, but Savage feels
the 23-year-old will learn Horn
Ihe experience, Savaga >IIM> feels
Griind dkl Ihe riglil thing li\
hill idling any discipline intiniallY

College of Technology Research Poster Fair
& Celebration of Success
The fair will highlight approximately 25 topics, such as:
• Adaptive Educational Hypermedia: Creating Individual. Collaborative Learning Environments
• Conceptual Computer Modeling Tools in Urban Design Sludies
• Electric Vehicle Institute's Hybrid Vehicle Development
• Digital Imaging and Color Management Standards
• Urban Cultural Heritage Documentation

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

kids come back and play better this week."

PRIZESUDOKU

Lundy
agreed
with
Kubiak's assessment.
"We've goi to step up our
game." I undy said.

at

Management Inc.

1045 IN. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

• Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments
• Renting for 2007-2008
• www.meccabg.com
Mil u

Friday December 1st • Technology Building - Poster Fair: 1-3 pm • Celebration: 3-4 pm

NORTHWEST OHIO'S
LARGEST
SELECTION
COMPACT DISCS & DVDS

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

SINCE 1971
NORTHWEST OHIO S
OLDEST & LARGEST
INDEPENDENT
MUSIC STORE
SINCE 1971

WE SPECIAL
ORDER
ANY TITLE

tyNUNG GREEN -[INDIA Y .r

COMPACT DISCS • DVDS

SINCE 1971
"YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY"

Trans-Siberian Orchestra
The Christmas Tradition Continues...

A
Christmas Eve &
Other Stories

The Lost
Christmas Eve

The Christmas Attic

Free Trans-Siberian Orchestra Limited
Edition 9-song compilation CD with any
store purchase.
(please present ad; limited 1 per person, while supplies last)

Also Available:
The Christmas Trilogy Box Set (3 CD/1 DVD)
The Ghost of Christmas Eve (DVD)
Beethoven's Last Night (CD)

ON-SALE NOW AT:
WE
OPEN 7 DAYS
MON-THURS
BUY AND SELL
9AM TO 10PM
USED
FRI & SAT
CD'S AND DVD'S
9AM TO MIDNIGHT
i?!i TR^TU
MOVIE OVD'S • MUSIC DVDS NEW RELEASES
1AM TO 7PM DEEP CATALOGUE • IMPORTS • POP ROCK • R&B • RAP
JAZZ • BLUES • FOLK -BLUEGRASS • COUNTRY • COMEDY
CHRISTIAN • CHILDRENS ■ SOUNDTRACKS • RARE TITLES
BOXSETS • REGGAE • NEW AGE • CLASSICAL AND MORE
BEST SLELCTION!
DOWNTOWN B G
128 N MAIN ST.

"FIND IT AT FINDERS"

GREAT PRICES!
DOWNTOWN FINDLAY
403 S MAIN ST

419-352-7677

STOP IN TO ENTER FINDERS CONTESTS S GIVEAWAYS
SIGN UP FOR OUR EMAIL NEWSLETTER AT WWW.FINDERSRECQRDS.COM

i

i

PULSE

12 Friday December 1.200*

SNOOP
From Page 7
snooped in the past, 97 percent of
women ihat took tin- lifetime i>oll
said thai they supported Whitney
Houston's decision in hiring a
private investigator to explore the
(|itesrionable affair between her
husband and a music video star.
Abo, 90 peicenl felt that I leather
lixklear was correct in looking
through net husbands I -mail to
confirm his flirtatious manner.
Sophomore Karl Kaiser has been
in a relationship for live years, and
she strongly feels that snooping is
an act that she will never partake
in.
"I am understand why someone would do something like that,
but at the same time I prcm much
think that if you don't trust your

husband enough '" K" hacking
through his things, then there's

HOWARDS
From Page 7
would've gotten you booted out;
Fred II. Howard originally estab
lisheil the store as a candy store
in 1928.
Howard expanded his business
in the early 1910s to include a
hotel and restaurant, which soon
became a popular hangout for
University students and faculty.
I he -tore's allure to students only
increased alter Prohibition was
repealed, when I toward began
selling beer, liquor and wine.

Classified Ads
419-372-6977

Then if I didn't believe him I'd ask
his friends or my friends, but I
wouldn't snoop through his emails and stuff."
Knepper feels as if starting the
habit Of spying on a significant
other will always have negative
results, regardless of when it begins
in the time-span of a relationship.
I don't think you should do it
at all," she said. "If you start early
on, then you're breaking a mist
issue II you wait and do it later on,
Inert the person probably thinks
that you did mist them, hut then
they're not sure. It's just never good
to do it."
There are limitations to how far
these so-called "snoopers" will go
though. 58 percent claimed that
they would not read someone's
private diary and 88 percent said
that they would not break the law.
After all, there are only so many
medicine eahinels and wallets
that one can raid to find out vital

Howard's grew in popularity to the point that when Howard
sold it in 1938, new owner Paul
Williamson kept the name. Little
else changed until 1973, when
the Wood COUTtty District Public
Library nudged the bar off the
block.
Howard's endured, however,
and moved across the street
I Inwards was the place to be-,
the place to party," said Laura
Payne, a University student in the
80s. "You went there to socialize.
There was a lot of drinking and
smoking and talking."
While that might sound like a

description ofanypopularbar, perhaps the reinvention of the liar as
a hot-spot for live music in recent
years has resulted in Howard's
attracting fewer students.
The bar also contains two dan
boards, several billiards tables, a
variety of arcade video games and
a juke box stuffed of a varitety of
different tunes.
"Where else are you gonna play
a game of pool for fifty cents?"
Gavarone implored. "And we got
cheap beer, cheap hoo/e, too.
There's always something going
00, I anticipate being here forever."

Wanted

Sanderson Stables

2 br duplex. Private Parking &
Palio, Clean. Quiet. Close
$540'mo . lit*. 419-352-1104.

religion, national origin, sexual
orientation, disability, statue .1- ,1
veteran, 01 on ihe basts of an) othei
legall) protected flatus

Personals

Contact us at 419-655-2253 or
www.sandersonsfables.com
mfo@sandersonstables.com

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
FOOTBALL ON
THE BIG SCREEN

Wanted

Lg. 2 br. Furn Townhouse.
Spiral Stairs. Vaulted Ceilings.
Garage. DWash, A/C. 419-352-1104

ALL WEEKEND

Services Offered

Pregnant? Confidential, free & professional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center 419-354-4673.

Holiday
Catering

.»<

1419:353 2277 J

•'3

Need subleaser ASAP for 1 bedroom furnished in the Enclave. Call
Megan: (4401-781-4263.
Subleaser wanted for Spr & or Smr.
semesters. 5 bdrm. house, across
from campus $290 mo. Call 419303-8793.

Management Inc.

Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabo.com
Have a few places
open NOW

Hillsdale Apts.
1082FairviewAve.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh.

Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
'Ask about internet discount

Findlay Pike Apts.
1117113 Findlay Pk Portage. OH

{Y " > msXU' QL <"<

Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at S475/mo. t Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

qo6 INTERSTATE DRIVE
K\il i59<'iirnrr of I "5 mnl Kl 224

AM. STADIUM SEATING

l'„rt- room amiUhl.- t.,r hlrtlxlny
,„.rl,.s ».r -I1U.II K'">'PCall for informnlton

7:00930

Only 15 minute walk to campus1

TENACIOUS 0 IN THE PICK OF DESTINY IRI
7:459:50
CASINO R0YAIE (PC-13)
HAPPY FEET |P0|

6 50 7 00 9 20 9 40

STRANGER THAN FICTION(PG-13)710 940
B0RATIRI

7 20 9 50

THE SANtA CLAUSE 3 THE ESCAPE CUUSSlGi
7 30930

23 28

WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human service
needs of the disadvaniaged is seeking qualified individuals tor the following positions at our Bowling
Green Center:
ClaMroom Aide - CA/BG/CT
Responsible tor assisting the teacher in the operation of an a.m. and or
p.m. session compliance with national standards tor our Bowling
Green Center. Required HS diploma
or GED with prior experience working with children, infants and toddlers. Year Round. Part Time. avg.
20*27.5 hrs/wk.. $7.50 hr.
But Monitor - BM BQ/SK
Responsible for assisting in providing safe transportation of children
and families to designated locations.
Required high school diploma or
general education degree (GED): up
to one year experience and'or training working with children and adults:
or equivalent combination of education and experience. Seasonal, parttime, avg. 20 hrs'wk. $7.00/hr.
Send resume by December 15,
2006 to WSOS CAQ. Attn: HR - (Indicate position), PO Box 590, Fremont, Ohio 43420. Affirmative Action Employer-M/F'Vet/Disab.
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per week. May be used for internship credit. 866-275-2782.
"BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Construction Sales. Fortune 200
company seeking sales professional
Competitive compensation. Background in construction a plus. Paid
vacation, holidays 401K benefits &
more. Dec. grads welcome Apply
by sending resume to Gale Industries. 25581 Fort Meigs Rd . Suite A
Perrysburg OH 43551.
Childcare needed in our Perrysburg
home. 3 weekdays. 8am-5pm. email
m chi ldcare@hotmail .com

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

7 209 30
7 15 9 20

THE PRESTIGE IPC-i J|
MAN OF IH! YEAR IP0-I3I

7:00 9 30
7:00 9:20

EMPLOYEE OF THE M0NTHlr*-U|7 10920
IHE GUARDIAN (P0-13I
7 00940

-FREE HEAT

1 & 2 Beed rooms
VAtWIY iQUAM

Walking distance to campus!
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MOMKVTIHltSII^ Ml.SF.MS.AIl SHOWSU.50
IHIIM^ SIMIAVAI.IMAIS. K\\ SHOWS 1,2.30

FUCKAIPGI

• Private entrance

• Pets welcome!

W,»0<,y 6 , s ,i - ;V
SAW in,m

• Ground floor ranch

Heinzsite Apts.

Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.maeccabg.com
for full listing,
.prices, & pictures!
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ACROSS
1
4
8
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
26
30
31
32
33
35
36
40
43
44

Brooklynese pronoun
Shoo!
Web master?
Greek letter
Playboy Hefner
Former Spanish coin
Fire Yogi?
Finally!
Needlefish
Groupies
Dumbo's wing
Ply with food and drink
Garage in a mausoleum?
Up to this time, once
Saint- .. France
"Rigoletto" composer
Pucker-inducing
Long time
Small stream by a hotel?
Plus
Ethereal
Spanish speech?

t.

■

■

1

48 Adjust anew
51 Go off the track
52 Harasser of a perfectly illuminated sage?
54 Missouri mountains
55 Pal of Pierre
56 Sunnse direction
58 Sock end
59 Discordancies
62 Timid diarist Frank?
65 Bug
66 Caffeine nut
67 Moray
68 Miscellaneous
69 Kennel plaint
70 NFL scores

British title
Equated
Sharpton and Gore
Woman in distress
Each
I'm all ears!
Tasteless
Oxford, e.g.
Take-away game
John's Yoko
Pig's place
Big tat mouth
Golfer Ernie
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STRAIGHT YEARS

, PISRN6LLOS
■■»■
$5 75 minimum

203 N. Main

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS
352-5166
pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom
Lease for 07' - 08' School Year
Office Hours 9-2pm M-F
Senior Graduate Housing
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

• Spacious kitchen

710 652 N, Enterprise

-

■■

3-4 Bedroom House. $900 monlh
640 S. Summit St
Call 419-308-9905

Help Wanted

- Patio

7 006:00950

1

■ 1 ■1

i

Grad students & mature undergrads.
1 bdrm. apl. Close lo campus. Avail.
Dec. More inlo call Gary 352-5414.

On selected floor plans

7:109:30

■

■*J

Female Subleaser Needed
Close to Campus
(419|310-3211 for details

From Only $485!

DECK THE HALLS IPOI

1

12th of 12
Curio shelves
Boss
That woman
Time restriction
Indian tourist mecca
Pan of TGIF
Fat farm
"Great" czar
Makes others wait
Lam/ Finnegan 1962 hit
UFO personnel
Maze runner
45
Chastain of soccer
46
Spanish wine
47
Goose the gas
49
Pork cut
50
Aleutian island
51
Numero _
53
Chess pieces
57
Deadly fly
59
Like pocket diets.
60
Scruff of the neck
61
At the home of
63
Japanese martial art
64
Wall St. worker
New m Berlin
Jean Arp or Man Ray

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

Efficiencies

DEJA VUlPG-131
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
25
27
28
29
33
34
37
38
39
40
41
42

Subleaser wanted for Spring S/or
Summer semester. 3 bdrm. house.
$275 mo & util. Call 330-806-1886

Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Laundry on Site

:

I■

■

For Rent

NATIOHAt LAMPOONS VAN WILDER: THE
RISE OF TAJIR|
715935

BGSU Bus Route

1

.

'

■

For Rent

215E.PocRd.

730 9.40

1

■

Help Wanted

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

THE NATIVITY ST0HY|PG|

1

'

A Iree months renl. Subleaser wanted lor Spring Semester. 2 bedroom
house. $220/mo *ulil. 419-409-1763

/EfJKfcCA
Evergreen Apts.

brought to you by

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

4 BR. HOUSES
ON WOOSTER ST.
419-352-1104.

Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
WasherS Dryers fin 2/3 bdrml

The Daily Crossword Fix

VOTED BEST PIZZA 14

Services Offered

A Professional Equestrian Facility
& Riding Academy
Lessons, Web Based Distance
Learning, Training. Workbooks.
& Educ. Activities Since 1982
We provide credit &
non-credit courses covering
100, 200 & 300 levels.
Trail riding, contesting and more

flic BG New- will 1101 knowing
.i, CCpl .iilw'rliM'mi-ril- lll.il (li-i Inn
in.iir. HI ,'in ourage ,ii-> iiiniii.itiiiii
against any nnliviiiii.il or group on
the basts of race MX, cohM craed,

1

something wrong with the relationship," she said. "If you feel that
there's something he's not telling
you, then you should go talk to
him first."
Although Kaiser agrees that
women are the more trustworthy
of genders in certain respects, she
feels differently about the big picture.
"I think women arc more trustworthy when it comes to emotions
and feelings, but when it comes to
cold hard lads about things, then
vve'll just tell you straightforward
and not beat around the bush,"
she slid.
Single
sophomore
Karian
knepper also has similar feelings
about the act of snooping, even
though she is currently not in a
relationship.
"1 don't think it's right for \ymple to snoop no matter who it is,"
she said. "If 1 thought someone
was cheating on me, I'd ask them.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

N

t

VARSITY SQUARE

apartments

419-353-7715 til

Established Public Relations firm
seeks lo fill ENTRY LEVEL position
Qualified candidates will have interest in PR/Communications and be
self-slarter. Duties will include registering people to vote lor, or against,
stale alcohol sales issue. $l0/hr. includes additional performance bonus Call 866-666-6995.
Nanny w child care exp. needed fo
care for 2 girls ( 2 1/2 yrs. * 5 yrs.)
in our BG home 2 to 3 days a week.
10am-4pm. $8.00-$9 00 hr. Good
refs.. reliable car & child care exp.
req. 419-353-5363.
Part-time childcare needed in our
Perrysburg home, for infant and toddler. Tues./Fri. 7:30-5:30. experience & references required. Call
419-810-0019
Yoko Japanese Restaurant .
Now hiring servers hosts hostesses
419-893-2290
465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee
Located in Suffolk Square.
For Sale
1991 Toyota Camry, runs, good
body but needs new tie rods. $300
OBO 419-575-0739 leave message

Apis S Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.literentals.com
Available August 15. 2007.
ALL CLOSE TO BGSU
227 E Reed. 3 bdrm. hse. $1000 mo
606 5th SI. 3 bdrm hse. $800 mo.
819 N Summit, 2 bdrm hse $400 mo
443 N Enterprise. 3 bd apt $550 mo
112 Ridge 1 4 2 bdrm apt. $350 mo
CALL 419-686-4651
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
S 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
.v.'.v:DiicKeye'nnangs!u0ios,cfii3
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt. looking for 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking for Spr. Sem. Fully lurn.
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
WD, A/C. central heat, breakfast
bar, hi-spd. cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu
1 roommate needed. Spring & Summer semesters. $200 mo./neg.
Close to campus. 740-407-8456.

For Rent

1 subleaser needed for Spring
2007. Heinz Site. $262 per mo. Call
740-361-1670 for more information.

$465 per mo.. 1 bdrm. effic. Util. incl
Close to campus S downtown. Avail.
Jan. 1, 2007. 740-334-1720.

2 bdrm apt. on 4th Street
$490 a month * util. Avail. Jan 07
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

"Avail. Now Rms. low as $225 mo.
1 & 2 bdrm. Apls.House between
campus & DnTown low as $399 mo.
cartyrenlals.com or 419-353-0325.

2 bdrm. furnished apt. w gas fireplace. Located next to water lower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239.

"leasing NOW 07-08 S.Y Houses.
Apis, Eft. Rms. Some. 1 sem leases
cartyrenlals.com or 419-353-0325.

3 & 4 bedroom houses to rent
Close to campus S downtown
419-308-2456

07 - 08 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts. available
For more info call 419-354-9740

3 bdrm., 1 bath, laundry room.
All appliances. New carpet.
422 N. Prospect 419-392-4969

1 bdrm. house on 7lh St. Flex.
lease No util. Avail. Jan. 1st $420
month.
419-287-4337

1 bdrm. apt., prime location downtown BG. Quiet, secure, available
belore Christmas 419-352-1584,
ask lor Kirk.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL!
1/2 Off Firsl Month's RentIvywood Apartments
419-352-7691 EHO
"some restrictions apply
House avail, immed. 3 bdrm.. 2 bathcentral air. washerdryer hook-up.
fenced in yard. Call 419-494-9509
Houses'Apfs for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 ■ 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10- 2M- F
wwwbnaoartmentscom
Ouiet tenants preferred
Large 2 bdrm. W/D, 1st floor duplex.
8th St. $595 mo. Campus shuttle
close. 419-352-8872
Lrg. 1 bdrm apt. 234 1/2 S. College.
1 1/2 block from campus. $360 per
month, spring Ihru summer Call 978273-2243.
Male has 2 furn. rooms for rent, w/
freedom ol house. $225 ea $100
dep. 419-354-6117.
Roommates Needed.

$300
419-353-5100.
Rooms in house. Close lo campus.
Leases flexible. All the amenities.
Call 419-353-9696 lor more info.
Semester Leases Available
Call for details
BG Village 419-352-6335
Simply styling..our t bdrm. apts.
have lots of style for a price Ihat is
simply perfect! Special pricing availhurry in, this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Two-3 bdm. houses. Close to BGSU
Off-street parking, W/D. AC One-3
bdrm. apt. w/ W/D, off-street parking
Close to BGSU One-2 bdrm. apt.
off slreel pkg. Close to BGSU. All
avail Aug. 15. 2007 419-352-4773.
4t9-265-1061 (cell).

